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ABSTRACT. We report the results of the first of a series of randomized evaluations of legal assistance programs. This series of evaluations is designed to measure the effect of both an offer of and the actual use of representation, although it was not possible in the first study we report here to measure constructively all effects of actual use. The results of this first evaluation are unexpected, and we caution against both overgeneralization and undergeneralization.

Specifically, the offers of representation came from a law school clinic, which provided high-quality and well-respected assistance in administrative “appeals” to state administrative law judges (ALJs) of initial rulings regarding eligibility for unemployment benefits. These “appeals” were actually de novo mini-trials. Our randomized evaluation found that the offers of representation from the clinic had no statistically significant effect on the probability that unemployment claimants would prevail in their “appeals,” but that the offers did delay proceedings by, on average, about two weeks. Actual use of representation (from any source) also delayed the proceeding; we could come to no firm conclusions regarding the effect of actual use of representation (from any source) on the probability that claimants would prevail. Keeping in mind the high-quality and well-respected nature of the representation the law school clinic offered and provided, we explore three possible explanations for our results, each of which has implications for delivery of legal services.

We also conduct a review of previous quantitative research attempting to measure representation effects. We find that, excepting the results of two randomized studies separated by more than thirty years, this literature provides virtually no credible quantitative information on the effect of an offer of or actual use of legal representation. Finally, we discuss disadvantages, advantages, and future prospects of randomized studies in the provision of legal assistance.
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INTRODUCTION

A. The Research Program

Particularly with respect to low-income clients in civil cases, how much of a difference does legal representation make? The question is fundamental to the legal profession and to legal pedagogy, and it implicates overlapping areas of inquiry: from access to justice and the civil Gideon movement, to the design of adjudicatory systems; from legal ethics and the unauthorized practice of law, to efficiency in the delivery of legal services (a subject addressed in the organic statute of the Legal Services Corporation). In 2007, we initiated discussions with various legal services providers to generate interest in a series of randomized trials that we hoped would provide gold-standard answers to the

1. We discuss in this Article the causal effect of both an offer of representation (from a particular service provider) and the actual use of representation (from any source). As we explain at multiple points throughout this Article, the two are different. Not all potential clients offered representation from a particular provider take it. Some potential clients not offered representation from a particular provider find representation elsewhere. We return to this point and its implications repeatedly.

2. The term "civil Gideon" comes from the Supreme Court's decision in Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963), which held that indigent defendants have a right to counsel in criminal cases involving a substantial risk of incarceration for more than a year. No blanket right to counsel exists in the civil context; instead, generally speaking, a case-by-case assessment is required, in part owing to lack of information on how much a difference representation makes in various contexts. See Turner v. Rogers, 131 S. Ct. 2507 (2011) (holding that no per se right to counsel exists even when a civil litigant faces incarceration); Lassiter v. Dep't of Soc. Servs., 452 U.S. 18, 29-30 n.5 (1981) (stating that statistical studies regarding the effect of counsel on the fairness of parental termination hearings have thus far proven to be "unilluminating"); see also Tamara Audi, 'Civil Gideon' Trumpets Legal Discord, WALL ST. J., Oct. 27, 2009, http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125659997014609181.html (discussing the status of the civil Gideon movement, which seeks to mandate legal representation for indigent parties in civil cases); Carol J. Williams, California Gives the Poor a New Legal Right, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 17, 2009, http://articles.latimes.com/2009/oct/17/local/me-civil-gideonl7 (reporting on California's new civil Gideon pilot program).


4. On the need for and benefits from randomization in law, see generally Michael Abramowicz, Ian Ayres & Yair Listokin, Randomizing Law, 159 U. PA. L. REV. 929 (2011), in which the authors argue for the randomization of legal rules, particularly those promulgated by agencies. For an example of the power of randomization to reveal facts in the area of criminal counsel, see David S. Abrams & Albert H. Yoon, The Luck of the Draw: Using
question of how much of a difference both an offer of and actual use of legal representation make. We sought practice areas in which demand for legal services outstripped a provider’s capacity, and in those areas, we suggested that the provider allow us to randomize which of several eligible potential clients would receive an offer of representation.\textsuperscript{5} The randomization would create “treated” (offered representation from this service provider) and “control” (no such offer) groups identical (up to random variation) in all ways except for the offer of representation. Examination of official records for the treated and control groups would allow rigorous measurement of the difference the offer of representation made with respect to the set of outcomes recorded in those records (an important but not exhaustive set of possible outcomes of interest). Fancier statistical techniques might allow inferences about the effect of actual use of representation for the set of persons who requested help from the particular provider.

As we explain in Part III, this provider-centered framework is not the only kind of randomized trial one can use to measure representation effects. Thus, one of our hopes was to use these early efforts as a springboard for additional randomized studies that were court-centered as well as spread across various other dimensions of interest, such as legal area (e.g., housing, family law, immigration, bankruptcy), level of representation (e.g., full attorney-client relationships, lawyer-for-the-day, advice), type of adjudicator (e.g., judge, administrative law judge (ALJ)), and style of adjudication (e.g., inquisitorial, adversarial).

Our primary hope was, and still is, that gold-standard research would produce information useful to the legal services community. We foresee several possible uses.\textsuperscript{6} First, our understanding is that both nationally and in every state in which the issue has been analyzed, demand (both nascent and

---

\textsuperscript{5} Randomization could occur with or without some kind of assessment of each case’s merit or of whether the case in some sense “deserved” representation. What was essential was that any screen of this nature be applied prior to randomization.

expressed)\(^7\) for legal services outstrips supply,\(^8\) posing an acute problem of resource allocation\(^9\) that has become the stuff of newspaper editorials.\(^10\)

Rigorous assessments of how much of a difference an offer or actual use of representation made in different service areas would allow funders and providers themselves to allocate scarce resources more effectively. Second, rigorous evaluation of particular programs would help determine whether programs could be altered so as to make them more effective.\(^11\) Of particular interest to us were provider outreach and intake systems, because depending on how these were designed, it struck us that some providers might not be reaching the populations of potential clients that most needed, and would most benefit from, help. Third, if we were to discover that an offer or actual use of representation made less of a difference in certain tribunals, perhaps those tribunals could be examined to see whether the relative lack of a representation effect might be due to tribunal characteristics or practices that made these systems accessible to pro se litigants. That, in turn, might provide direction for efforts from the legal services community (to the extent allowed)\(^12\) to advocate for reform of other tribunals so as to increase their accessibility. Fourth, we believe that a gold-standard evaluation demonstrating that a particular legal

---

7. Nascent demand refers to persons who have legal problems but who, for whatever reason, do not seek legal assistance. Expressed demand refers to persons who do seek legal assistance for legal problems.

8. For a recent major study covering the nation as a whole, see Helaine M. Barnett, Preface to LEGAL SERVS. CORP., DOCUMENTING THE JUSTICE GAP IN AMERICA: THE CURRENT UNMET CIVIL LEGAL NEEDS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS (2009), available at http://www.lafla.org/pdf/justice_Gap09.pdf ("[F]or every person helped by LSC-funded legal aid programs, another is turned away. That was the primary finding in 2005 and LSC’s collection of data from LSC-funded programs across the country in 2009 reaffirms that finding."). We have on file a collection of over two dozen national and state-specific studies reaching the same essential conclusion.


services program was effective would be useful in cost-benefit analyses\(^\text{13}\) that might lead to arguments for increased funding,\(^\text{14}\) which we fervently endorse.

We pause to note that an evaluation of whether an offer or actual use of representation affects client outcomes is not the same thing as measuring the quality of a services provider’s lawyering. There could be a variety of reasons why representation (offer or actual use) might not affect measured outcomes despite world-class advocacy, including, for example, (i) that the provider’s outreach and intake system is producing only an unusually competent and motivated client base that does not actually need assistance, or needs it less, or (ii) that the adjudicatory system in which clients are operating is friendly toward pro se litigants, leaving less room for representation to make a difference, or (iii) that the issues to be litigated in a particular area are relatively straightforward (at least for the set of potential clients who seek representation), again leaving less room for representation to make a difference.

Returning to our research program, not all legal services providers embraced our suggestions to engage in gold-standard evaluation,\(^\text{15}\) but some did. In doing so, these providers demonstrated the courage necessary to subject their programs to evaluation that did not have a preordained result. Among the most courageous were the students of the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau (HLAB), a student-run, faculty-overseen legal services office that is part of the clinical educational program at Harvard Law School. The first study in our research program consisted of a randomized evaluation of HLAB’s representation of claimants seeking unemployment benefits. As we explain, the quality of HLAB representation in the unemployment context is both high and well-respected.

This first study led to unexpected results. With respect to the claimants reached by the outreach and intake systems of HLAB’s unemployment practice, and with respect to outcomes measurable from official records (which concerned a claimant’s pecuniary interests), the randomized evaluation determined that an offer of HLAB representation had no statistically significant effect on the probability that a claimant would prevail, but that the offer did delay the adjudicatory process. This finding does not mean that we know that the HLAB offer had no positive effect on a claimant’s probability of success. We can say, however, that any such effect is unlikely to have been large\(^\text{16}\) (or


\(^{15}\) We discuss reasons why this reluctance to our research program might have surfaced in Part III.

\(^{16}\) See *infra* Appendix for what we mean by “large.”
else the data probably would have shown it), and that we do have a high degree of confidence in the delay finding.

Meanwhile, because roughly one-third of HLAB's client base consisted of claimants who were erroneously denied benefits as an initial matter and who would eventually have that erroneous denial reversed, the statistically significant delay probably\footnote{17} meant that many of these claimants who were offered HLAB assistance suffered the harm of having to wait longer for their benefits to begin. We note that courts, legal services providers, commentators, and the U.S. Department of Labor have repeatedly and emphatically stated that the unemployment benefits system depends on speed, in a way other benefits programs do not, for its effectiveness.\footnote{18} As we explain, there were also potential consequences for the financing of the unemployment system associated with cases in which there was an erroneous grant of benefits that would eventually be reversed. With respect to the actual use of, as opposed to an offer of, representation, we were able to determine that a delay effect was again present; we could come to no firm conclusion regarding a use-of-representation effect on the win rate. In sum then, in a purely pecuniary sense, the set of claimants HLAB's intake system allowed it to reach might have been better off not receiving the HLAB offer of assistance.

The unexpected results of the HLAB study prompted us to reexamine the literature purporting to assess quantitatively how much of a difference legal representation makes in civil cases. We found that despite the fact that the question has been studied dozens of times,\footnote{19} very few of these studies (only two, really, both of which were randomized)\footnote{20} are worthy of credence. Almost all of these studies follow the same basic design, which is a comparison of the outcomes of cases with representation versus cases without representation, sometimes with regressions using predictors available in official case files. Partly as a result of this design, almost all such studies suffer from

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{17} As one commenter reminded us, we did not actually measure the date upon which unemployment claimants received checks, and it is possible in some cases that there were further issues to be decided between an eligibility determination and money in a claimant's hand. Our assertion regarding a potentially harmful delay thus depends on the assumption that a delay in the eligibility decision (which we did measure) on average results in a delay in when checks are delivered (which we did not measure).
\item \footnote{18} See infra notes 61-68 and accompanying text.
\item \footnote{19} See infra note 154.
\item \footnote{20} W. Vaughan Stapleton & Lee E. Teitelbaum, In Defense of Youth: A Study of the Role of Counsel in American Juvenile Courts (1972); Carroll Seron et al., The Impact of Legal Counsel on Outcomes for Poor Tenants in New York City's Housing Court: Results of a Randomized Experiment, 35 Law & Soc'y Rev. 419 (2001).
\end{itemize}
methodological problems so severe as to render their conclusions untrustworthy,\(^2\) which (we hasten to emphasize) is different from wrong.\(^2\)

We find this dearth of credible, quantitative information troubling. Again, as we understand it, legal services budgets have been hit hard in recent years by reductions in charitable giving, state funding, and proceeds from interest on lawyers' trust fund accounts.\(^2\) The resource allocation concerns identified above appear to be real. In the absence of credible, quantitative information about the effect legal services have on clients across different service areas, those who advocate for greater legal services funding, funders, and legal services providers themselves are left to rely on intuition and guesswork to make critical decisions. As our study shows, intuition and guesswork may be wrong in a way that matters. To our knowledge, prior to our study, no one's instincts resulted in a belief that an offer of legal representation could be adverse to the client's interests in any setting.

With this in mind, this Article has three purposes, which we tackle in turn. In Part I, we report the results of the randomized evaluation we conducted with HLAB of its unemployment practice. In Part II, we explain that the dozens upon dozens of observational (meaning non-randomized) studies purporting to measure the effect of representation in civil proceedings suffer from fundamental design problems, including (i) the failure to define the nature of the legal representation being studied; (ii) multiple layers of selection effects; and (iii) improper assessments of the uncertainty in estimation. These problems render the quantitative conclusions of these observational studies unworthy of credence. Concomitantly, we explain why the two randomized studies conducted thus far in the United States are trustworthy.

Finally, in Part III, beginning with the proposition that three randomized studies over more than fifty years across our nation's vast, multilayered legal system are not enough, we start the process of outlining a research agenda for the future. If the legal and quantitative communities could do no better than

---

21. See infra Section II.A. Occasionally, authors have acknowledged the methodological problems in case-file-based observational studies in this area; see, for example, Karl Monsma & Richard Lempert, The Value of Counsel: 20 Years of Representation Before a Public Housing Eviction Board, 26 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 627, 629-31 (1992). Some have recognized how to address these problems. See, e.g., Jean R. Sternlight, Lawyerless Dispute Resolution: Rethinking a Paradigm, 37 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 381, 389 n.31 (2000) (“Theoretically the solution to this quandary is to assign or not assign attorneys to disputes on a random basis, but accomplishing this end in the real world is difficult.”).

22. The sole observational study we might believe in this area is Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21, which went to great lengths to address some of the challenges an observational design poses.

the observational studies we discuss in Part II, then perhaps those who make decisions in this area would be forced to rely on their conclusions, on the theory that unreliable quantitative information is better than instinct and conjecture. We are not certain that we subscribe to this theory, but we need not decide because we in the legal quantitative community can do better. This Article reports results from the first of five randomized trials in which we are participating. Besides unemployment, these studies concern housing/eviction, Social Security disability, and divorce. They concern multiple models of service delivery, from full-time staff attorneys to pro bono referral services to lawyer for the day programs to student attorneys. They concern administrative adjudications (state and federal), specialized courts, and courts of more general jurisdiction. As we discuss below, randomized trials cannot answer all questions concerning how much of a difference legal representatives make, but if used creatively, they can provide credible answers on a far wider range of questions than is currently appreciated.

B. Offers Versus Actual Use

Before proceeding to the main body of this Article, we introduce a distinction between an analysis focusing on the causal effect of an offer of representation from a particular service provider and one focusing on the causal effect of actual use of representation from any source. As we explained above and will explain in greater detail below, the fundamental research design we employed in the study we report here was a randomization of an offer of representation from HLAB. We could not ethically randomize actual use of


representation from any source. The two—offer from HLAB and actual use from any source—are different. For example, in our study, HLAB (despite its best efforts) was not able to follow up with a small percentage of clients who had initially contacted HLAB and who had been randomly assigned to the ‘offer’ group, and thus not all claimants who were randomized to an offer of HLAB representation in fact used it. Meanwhile, some (probably around 39%) of the potential clients not offered HLAB representation found legal assistance elsewhere. The two previous randomized studies of legal representation experienced similar crossover between treated and control groups.

In such a setting, there are at least two kinds of causal effects that might be of interest: the causal effect of an offer of HLAB representation, which measures the overall effectiveness of HLAB’s unemployment practice as well as the need for this practice among the community of potential clients reached; and the causal effect of actual use of representation from any source, which might provide some indication of the accessibility of the unemployment adjudicatory system in which we conducted our study. We believe that both effects (offer and actual use) are interesting, and our purpose in this Section is to explain why the effect of an offer is worth studying independently from actual use.

We recognize that we are discussing this concept at an unusually preliminary stage of this Article, before we have detailed what we did in our study or discussed the reasons why randomized experiments are at present the only way to provide credible quantitative information about the effect of representation (offer or actual use). Nevertheless, we take this unusual step because a great number of readers who reviewed drafts of this Article responded (with startling force) that we were silly to focus on offers at all and that only actual use of representation mattered. This group also argued that our data analysis techniques were incorrect because when we focused on the causal effect of HLAB offers, we included persons who received no

26. See infra note 135 and accompanying text for an explanation.
27. In the Stapleton and Teitelbaum “Zenith” study, 17.6% of the youths in delinquency proceedings randomized to an offer of representation by study lawyers ended up unrepresented, while 38.7% of those randomized to no such offer found representation elsewhere. STAPLETON & TEITELBAUM, supra note 20, at 51-52. In these authors’ “Gotham” study, the corresponding figures were 17.3% (treated group unrepresented) and 11.4% (control group represented). Id. In Seron et al., the relevant figures were 44.0% and 3.7%, with the high rate of the treated group unrepresented due to an initial attempt at triage, later abandoned. Seron et al., supra note 20, at 425. Thus, the crossover figures in our study are probably less than those experienced in the Zenith and Seron et al. studies, but more than those experienced in the Gotham study.
representation in our “treated” group, and we included persons who did receive representation in our “control” group. These readers requested that we produce a comparison of outcomes for potential clients who received representation (from any source) to those who did not receive representation; as we will explain, the quantitative invalidity of that analysis is so clear that we have never run it and have no intention of doing so.\textsuperscript{28} We suspect that some of the insistent reactions we received on this score may have stemmed from the mistaken impression that studies such as ours necessarily measure the quality of the lawyering provided to potential clients. To the contrary, there are a variety of reasons why representation (offers or actual use) from a particular legal services program may not change outcomes despite high-quality service.

Perhaps the simplest way to think about why offer effects are interesting is to focus on the fact that issuing an offer of representation is what a service provider actually does to attempt to improve a potential client’s situation. Of course, the provider issues the offer in an effort to induce the potential client to use representation, but the provider typically cannot control whether the potential client does so, and some potential clients inevitably fail to respond. Nor, in the case of a provider decision not to issue an offer of representation, can the provider ethically prevent the potential client from obtaining representation elsewhere. Thus, focusing on the causal effect of the offer of representation allows an understanding of the effect of what the provider actually does, the effect of the event that the provider can control.

With this in mind, there are two primary reasons why we believe independently studying the effect of offers from a particular provider is worthwhile. The first is that studying the offer effect allows evaluation to capture aspects of a service provider’s operation that a focus on actual use does not. Among these aspects are the percentage of offers that a service provider makes that are ultimately accepted, as well as the availability of representation from alternative sources. Two extreme examples to make this point: first, suppose it were the case that only 3\% of the clients to whom a service provider offered representation ended up ultimately receiving representation. Even if this 3\% realized excellent results, would we call the provider’s operation successful?\textsuperscript{29} Should an evaluation focus only on the 3\%? Or would we say

\textsuperscript{28} We are not the first to make this choice. See Stapleton & Teitelbaum, supra note 20, at 51–52 (limiting analysis to offers); Pascoe Pleasence, Trials and Tribulations: Conducting Randomized Experiments in a Socio-Legal Setting, 35 J.L. & Soc’y 8, 17-18 (2008) (same).

\textsuperscript{29} We should clarify here that what matters is the set of potential clients to whom a service provider has decided to make an offer, not those to whom it actually makes the offer. Thus, for this discussion, the following two circumstances are identical: (i) a service provider decides to make an offer of representation to a potential client who has completed its intake
instead that the provider's outreach and intake systems appear to be focusing on a potential client population that for whatever reason is unlikely to respond, and thus that the provider is wasting resources necessarily dedicated to outreach and intake?

A second extreme hypothetical, the flipside of the first: suppose that 98% of the potential clients to whom a particular service provider does not offer representation find legal assistance elsewhere. Would this fact suggest that the particular provider begin to explore the possibility that its resources are not needed in this practice area because there appears to be an adequate supply of representation from other sources, at least with respect to the client base its outreach and intake systems are allowing it to reach? In both of these extreme hypotheticals, if an evaluation were to focus solely on the effect of actual use of representation, it would miss critical facts about the provider's overall delivery system. In the first hypothetical, the critical missed fact might be that the provider is reaching out to a population that does not benefit from its services (because it does not make use of them), and in the second hypothetical the crucial missed fact might be the adequacy of other sources of representation.

The second reason to study the effect of offers of representation is that doing so allows us to avoid a choice between producing a study that is unworthy of credence and committing unethical conduct. As we explain in greater detail in Part II, randomization is critical to making credible inferences about causal effects, particularly in this area.\textsuperscript{30} We can randomize whether a particular service provider makes an offer of representation to a potential client. But we cannot randomize who actually uses representation. We cannot ethically force a potential client randomized to receive an offer to follow up on the offer and become represented,\textsuperscript{31} and the kind of person who does not follow up is likely to be different from the kind of person who does. Similarly, we cannot ethically prevent a client randomized not to receive an offer from a particular provider from finding representation elsewhere, and the kind of person who finds representation from another source after being turned down once is likely to be different from the kind of person who does not. The upshot

\textsuperscript{30.} See the answer to Question 6 at text accompanying notes infra 133-142, as well as all of Part II, infra.

is that randomization is critical in this area, and we can randomize offers, but not actual use.

Speaking more generally, our argument here is that when one makes repeated attempts to do some action hoping to produce some effect, some percentage of the attempts will ordinarily not go as planned. Should one measure the effect per attempt, or should one measure only the effect of the attempts that go as planned? This question arises in a wide variety of settings. Three hypothetical examples follow.

Voter mobilization: A group of academics sends out canvassers to potential voters’ homes to urge the potential voters to vote, but in fewer than 30% of the attempts are the canvassers actually able to talk to potential voters because most of the time, no one is at home when the canvassers visit. In a control group, no canvasser visits. Should the academics measure the effect of the attempt to contact each voter (i.e., of a canvasser visit), or should analysis be limited only to the effect of actual contact with would-be voters? Note that the canvassers are paid by the hour, and their hours unquestionably include time spent knocking on the doors of empty houses.32

Football playcalling: the offensive coordinator of a football team is trying to decide whether he should call more passing plays or running plays when the team is on offense. The coordinator decides to do some kind of running play versus passing play comparison. Should the coordinator compare yards per play called as a pass versus yards per play called as a run, or should the coordinator compare yards per completed pass versus yards per actual running play? Remember that not all attempted passes will be completed; in fact, not all plays called as passes will end up in pass attempts because sometimes the quarterback will run or be sacked.33

Flu shots: an insurance company is considering a program in which it would hire personnel to call doctors who have checkup appointments with the company’s elderly insureds to ask the doctors to recommend flu shots to their patients. The thought is that more flu shots will lead to fewer hospitalizations, saving the company money. In a randomized study, the doctors of a treated

32. See Gerber et al., supra note 25, at 545-46. Here, the canvassers’ attempt to talk to a potential voter is analogous to an HLAB offer of representation, while the voter’s having a face-to-face conversation in which someone (perhaps one of the canvassers but also perhaps someone else, such as a campaign employee) urges the potential voter to vote is analogous to actual use of representation.

group of insureds receive telephone calls, while no calls are made for a control group of insureds. Should the company measure the causal effect per attempt to contact a doctor (i.e., per telephone call), or should it measure only the effect per actual conversation with a doctor?

To repeat, we believe that one should measure both the effect of the attempt to do the action and the effect of the action when it works out as intended. In our case, that means we believe that the effects of both offers of representation (from HLAB) and actual use of representation (from any source) are worth study, and we try to measure both in this Article. As suggested previously, the lack of randomization makes studying the effect of actual use of representation more difficult. At this introductory stage, it is enough to say that the offer effect is worth examining independently.

1. OUR STUDY

In this Part, we present the results of our study. Section I.A provides basic background on the unemployment system and on how so-called “first-level appeals,” defined below, are conducted in Massachusetts. Section I.B discusses the status of research on the need for legal representation in first-level appeals prior to our study. Section I.C discusses the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau and its unemployment practice. Section I.D details the methodology used in our study. Section I.E provides quantitative results.

A. The Unemployment System and First-Level Appeals in Massachusetts

The Social Security Act of 1935 established the unemployment insurance system that covers most of the nation’s workforce. According to the U.S.
Department of Labor (DOL), in 2009, when the bulk of the data for this study was gathered, there were approximately 17.2 million new claims for unemployment nationally, 79.6% of which resulted in payments. Essentially, states administer unemployment programs funded through federal and state payroll taxes, with a partial federal credit given to payments made for state taxes dedicated to the program. The DOL oversees each state’s program and releases funding to State Workforce Agencies (SWAs). The DOL also funds SWA administrative costs. To release funding, the DOL must certify each year that the state program meets federal statutory requirements. These requirements are fairly broad, however, so that in large part, a state’s own law determines such critical items as eligibility for, amount of, and duration (within federal limits and subject to federal extensions) of benefits.

The Massachusetts SWA is the Division of Unemployment Assistance (Massachusetts DUA), a division of the Department of Workforce Development. As is true in most states, Massachusetts law provides certain eligibility requirements, the most important of which is that the employee must become unemployed through no fault of her own. Massachusetts distinguishes between “quit” cases, in which the claimant left her job but argues that she did so for good cause (such as intolerable working conditions), and “discharge” cases, in which the employer admits that it fired the claimant but argues that it did so for good cause (such as absenteeism). This distinction is important because in a quit case, the claimant bears the burden of persuasion on the issue of good cause for the separation, while in a discharge


38. These figures were provided by an employee within the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Office of Unemployment Insurance. See E-mail from Travis Coan, Research Statistician, to D. James Greiner (July 12, 2010, 12:32 PM EST) (on file with authors). We requested corresponding figures for Massachusetts but were unable to verify the figures we received.


40. Id. § 3302.


42. Id. § 503(a).


44. MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 151A, § 25(e) (2011).

45. Compare id. § 25(e)(1) (quit cases) with id. § 25(e)(2) (discharge cases).
case, the employer bears that burden.\textsuperscript{46} As we will see, this difference is relevant to our data. In addition, Massachusetts (like most states) uses an “experience rating” system to determine how much an employer must pay in unemployment taxes. The term “experience rating” is a term of art for the idea that the more an employer “costs” the system (by having former employees file successfully for benefits, meaning the employer fired these employees or gave them good cause to leave), the more it must pay into the unemployment system.\textsuperscript{47} This system gives employers an incentive to contest an unemployment claim by, for example, arguing that a claimant quit voluntarily.

To apply for benefits in Massachusetts, a former employee begins by filing a claim (in person or by phone) with the Massachusetts DUA at a “One-Stop Career Center.”\textsuperscript{48} The previous employer has ten days to respond\textsuperscript{49} and may include information as to why in its view the claimant should not receive benefits.\textsuperscript{so} If either the employer or the employee raises an issue regarding eligibility, a claims adjuster\textsuperscript{51} first contacts the claimant and the employer(s) to

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{46}{See \textit{Speak to a Representative}, \textsc{Executive Off. of Labor \& Workforce Dev.}, http://www.mass.gov/lwd/unemployment-insur/filing-a-claim/issues-with-claim/speak-to-a-representative.html (last visited Apr. 3, 2012).}
\footnotetext{47}{\textsc{Mass. Gen. Laws Ann.} ch. 151A, §§ 13-21 (provisions for employer contributions); Interview with Robert Ganong, Chief Counsel \& Special Assistant Attorney Gen., Dep’t of Workforce Dev. (Oct. 18, 2010) [hereinafter Ganong October Interview]; \textit{General Questions}, \textsc{Executive Off. of Labor \& Workforce Dev.}, http://www.mass.gov/lwd/unemployment-insur/ui-online-dua-quest/quest-project-info/system-faq/general-questions.html (last visited Apr. 3, 2012). Note that the description above corresponds to what are called “contributing employers.” A different class of “optional” employers, principally nonprofits and state agencies, can opt to pay nothing into the system until one of their former employees successfully files for benefits. Ganong October Interview, \textit{supra}; see \textsc{Mass. Gen. Laws Ann.} ch. 151A, § 14A.}
\footnotetext{48}{See \textsc{Mass. Gen. Laws Ann.} ch. 151A, § 38(a); \textit{Massachusetts One-Stop Career Centers}, \textsc{Executive Off. of Labor \& Workforce Dev.}, http://www.mass.gov/lwd/employment-services/career-services/career-center-services (last visited Apr. 3, 2012).}
\footnotetext{49}{\textsc{Mass. Gen. Laws Ann.} ch. 151A, § 38(b). If the employer fails to respond in a timely manner without good cause, the employer suffers certain consequences. First, if the claims adjuster awards benefits, the employer cannot appeal that decision. Second, if the claims adjuster denies benefits and the claimant appeals, the employer is not a party to the appeal, and thus cannot cross-examine witnesses or offer documents in evidence (although the employer is invited to send witnesses to the hearing held in the appeal). Ganong October Interview, \textit{supra} note 47. The employer may be able to request a reconsideration of a decision granting benefits and perhaps thereby reobtain party status. See \textsc{Halas \& Monsell}, \textit{supra} note 35, at 30.}
\footnotetext{50}{\textsc{Mass. Gen. Laws Ann.} ch. 151A, § 38(b).}
\footnotetext{51}{The proper title for these officials is “Job Service Representative,” and they are colloquially referred to as “adjudicators.” E-mail from Robert Ganong, Chief Counsel \& Special
request certain information (such as length of employment) and access to documents, as well as to ascertain the cause of the separation. The claims adjuster then issues an initial ruling, called a “determination,” granting or denying the claim.52 Thus, a key aspect of the decisionmaking process used here is that an employee of the decisionmaking body (in fact, the initial decisionmaker herself) shoulders the burden of gathering facts and documents, creating a record the parties can use as a foundation in later proceedings. The letter informing the claimant and the employer of the claims adjuster’s determination includes a form that the “losing” party can mail back to the Massachusetts DUA to initiate a first-level appeal. If the losing party requests an appeal, the claimant is sent a form that includes names and telephone numbers of organizations in the area, such as HLAB (for the Boston region), which represent claimants without charge.53

Few if any legal services providers offer representation to claimants at the initial claim stage, and as we will discuss, HLAB does not do so. Instead, service providers wait until the claims adjuster has made an initial determination, then offer to represent in what is called the “first-level appeal,” as follows.

As a condition for receipt of federal grant funds, the Social Security Act requires that states provide an opportunity for a fair hearing to a claimant who believes her benefits application was erroneously denied.54 As is true in most states, Massachusetts also provides a similar opportunity for an employer who believes that benefits were erroneously granted.55 This is the so-called “first-level appeal,” but the term “appeal” is a misnomer in that what actually occurs is a de novo mini-trial before a “Review Examiner,” called for the purposes of this Article an “ALJ.” According to data provided by the Department of Labor, SWAs in 2009—when the bulk of our dataset was generated—decided approximately 1.5 million first-level appeals in the national unemployment system; Massachusetts decided 21,682 of these. The 14,291 first-level appeals initiated by claimants accounted for just short of two-thirds of the Massachusetts total, and when claimants initiated the appeals, their success rate was approximately 46.6%. When the employer was the party who lost before the claims adjuster and thus was appealing, the claimant success rate at

---

52. Id.
53. Id.
55. MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 151A, § 39(b).
We return to these figures below because they may provide a rough basis by which to assess whether the claimants who sought HLAB assistance are a distinct subset of the overall set of Massachusetts claimants participating in the first-level appeals process.

The adjudicative process in first-level appeals is a “tempestuous . . . marriage” of inquisitorial and adversarial styles of judging. The key event in a first-level appeal is the hearing before the ALJ. We personally observed three hearings during this study; each ran in essentially the same way, as follows. The ALJ began by explaining the purpose of the proceeding, clarifying who was appealing and whether the case was a quit or a discharge. The ALJ reviewed the documents the claims adjuster had previously gathered and asked whether there was any objection to including these documents in the hearing record (we never saw an objection). The ALJ turned to the party bearing the burden of proof in the proceeding (the claimant in a quit case, the employer in a discharge case). The ALJ asked questions, allowed the party to narrate additional facts, and provided the opposing party an opportunity to cross-examine. The ALJ asked the party with the burden of proof whether she had any witnesses to call, and if so, the ALJ questioned these witnesses first, then allowed the party who called the witnesses to do so, then the opposing party. The process repeated for the party not bearing the burden of proof. Notice that the ALJ always began the questioning. Prohibitions against hearsay did not apply, and documents were generally admitted without objection if reasonably authenticated. At the close of the evidence, the ALJ allowed the parties to make a brief summary statement. In two of the three hearings we witnessed, the proceedings lasted less than an hour; in a third, the proceedings had to be carried over to another day, because the hearing did not finish in the one-hour allotted time. A cassette tape recorder provided the official record of the proceedings.

Generally, claimants and employers, or more likely their representatives, could submit written briefs at the end of a hearing. These would have to have been written before the hearing itself, and thus have been based on what the representatives anticipated the evidence would show, which might or might not match the testimony actually heard. Because of this potential disconnect,

56. E-mail from Travis Coan, supra note 38.
58. Cf. MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 151A, § 39(b) (describing the adjudicative process). Section 39(b) references and adheres to the Massachusetts Administrative Procedure Act. See MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 30A, §§ 9-10; 801 MASS. CODE REGS. 1.01-1.03 (LexisNexis 2011) (implementing the statute).
some ALJs deliberately did not read these written submissions until after they had composed a draft of their decisions (if they read them at all), fearing that they would confuse what was in the written submission with the evidence actually adduced at the hearing. We note that this fact may implicate whether legal representation can make a difference in ALJ decisionmaking.

"[T]imeliness is next to godliness in the operation of unemployment compensation adjudicatory processes." Courts, commentators, legal services advocates, and the DOL, among others, all agree that speed is of extraordinary concern. In California Department of Human Resources Development v. Java, the Supreme Court identified the purposes of the unemployment program as (i) maintaining the newly unemployed worker at subsistence levels without the necessity of her "turning to welfare or private charity," (ii) allowing the worker to spend her time searching for a new, permanent job, instead of engaging in temporary work to make ends meet, and (iii) preventing a decline in the purchasing power of the worker, considered a way to stabilize the economy. The Java opinion emphasizes over and over again that none of these purposes could be accomplished unless payments were as rapid as possible: "Probably no program could be devised to make insurance payments available precisely on the nearest payday following the termination,


60. Although federal law does not require it to do so, Massachusetts (like many states) provides an opportunity for a second-level appeal in the form of a petition for discretionary review to a Board of Review, as well as for judicial review of the Board's decision. See Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 151A, §§ 40-42. See generally Robert I. Owen & Edward A. Wood, Timeliness in Deciding Second-Level Appeals, in 3 Nat'l Comm. on Unemp't Comp., Unemployment Compensation: Studies and Research 643, 643 (1980) (emphasizing the importance of timing at later stages of unemployment adjudication).

61. Mashaw, supra note 57, at 19.

62. See, e.g., Wilkinson v. Abrams, 627 F.2d 650, 661 n.14 (3d Cir. 1980); see also infra text accompanying notes 67 and 73.


65. See infra text accompanying notes 69 and 70.


67. Id. at 131-32.
but to the extent that this was administratively feasible this must be regarded as what Congress was trying to accomplish."\(^{68}\)

In the first-level appeals context, SWAs measure time in days and weeks, not months. In response to Java, the DOL promulgated regulations governing first-level appeals; these essentially require SWAs to complete 60% of first-level appeals within thirty days of filing and 80% within forty-five days.\(^{69}\) State compliance with this mandate has varied. Massachusetts complied with these standards in 2007, but no doubt due to the recession beginning in 2008, the Massachusetts DUA in 2009 cleared only 17% of first-level appeals within the thirty-day limit and 45% within the forty-five-day limit.\(^{70}\) Meanwhile, although its enforcement of these regulations has been criticized,\(^{71}\) the DOL viewed speed as sufficiently important to warn states against applying statewide hiring freezes to SWAs during the recent recession, under the rationale that inadequate staffing would lead to slower adjudication.\(^{72}\) Finally, there have been numerous lawsuits either directly related to SWA compliance with DOL timeliness regulations or motivated more generally by speed concerns.\(^{73}\)

68. Id. at 130; see also id. at 132 ("[e]arly payment"); id. at 133 ("promptly"); id. at 135 ("earliest point that is administratively feasible").

69. 20 C.F.R. § 650.4(b) (2011). Massachusetts state law contains a similar emphasis on speed. See MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 151A, § 39(b)(5) (2011) (requiring the Massachusetts DUA to "make every reasonable effort" to complete first-level appeals within forty-five days); MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 151A, § 41(b) (same for Board proceedings).

In addition, the DOL has also issued regulations governing timeliness for initial benefit payments in response to claims the claims adjuster finds valid. See 20 C.F.R. § 640 (2011).


Delay is considered particularly troubling in the case of a claimant whose initial claim for benefits was erroneously denied, meaning the denial will be reversed at the first-level appeal, because during the pendency of the first-level appeal proceeding, the claimant will not receive payments. When the claimant prevails in the first-level appeal, the benefits will begin shortly thereafter, and the claimant will be paid the back amounts due from the date of the initial claim. Thus, the harm here is not a loss of money in absolute terms (the time periods involved are short enough to make interest essentially irrelevant) but the loss of the income stream during the time period in which it is potentially most needed.

B. The Status of Research on Representation in First-Level Appeals Prior to Our Study

Recognizing the political and economic importance of unemployment benefits, researchers have analyzed the effect of legal representation in first-level appeals by comparing success rates of claimants with representation to success rates of claimants without representation. As discussed in Part II, most studies of the effect of legal representation use this same "design." Two themes purportedly emerge from this research. First, representation ostensibly makes a large (positive) difference in a claimant’s probability of winning. Second, the legal representative purportedly need not be an attorney; rather, (lay) union representatives, paralegals, and law students, among others, can be effective in this setting. For example, with respect to law students, two authors wrote, "[t]ypically, the [law student] clinics handle a small volume of appeals

with significant supervision and training in the preparation of the case . . . resulting in an extremely high quality of representation.\textsuperscript{76}

These first two themes have led to calls from commentators\textsuperscript{77} and government officials,\textsuperscript{78} and to a lesser extent from the ABA,\textsuperscript{79} for some form of representational guarantee in unemployment first-level appeals, at least for claimants whose applications are initially denied. A representational guarantee in first-level appeals is a goal of proponents of the civil \textit{Gideon} movement.\textsuperscript{80}

\textbf{C. The Harvard Legal Aid Bureau}

The Harvard Legal Aid Bureau, or “HLAB,” is the oldest student legal services organization in the nation.\textsuperscript{81} Rising second-year law students apply\textsuperscript{82} to join the program; if admitted, they spend the next two years running a legal services office under the supervision of a Clinical Professor\textsuperscript{83} and several

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{76} Emsellem & Halas, supra note 75, at 327-28. But see Kritzer, supra note 63, at 63-66 (discussing difficulties students from a Wisconsin law school encountered in representing clients in first-level appeals).
\item \textsuperscript{77} Ken Morris, On Appeal: Claimant Advocacy and Full and Fair Hearings, in \textit{3 Nat’l Comm’n on Unemp’T Comp.}, supra note 60, at 665, 665; Susan Nofi-Bendici, Representing Claimants in Unemployment Compensation Proceedings: Lessons Learned from Hearing and Deciding These Cases, \textit{43 Clearinghouse Rev.} 500 (2010).
\item \textsuperscript{79} \textit{American Bar Association}, supra note 78 (describing an ABA request to the Secretary of Labor to conduct a pilot program with an eye toward assuring representation for claimants in unemployment hearings).
\item \textsuperscript{80} See, e.g., Russell Engler, Connecting Self-Representation to Civil Gideon: What Existing Data Reveal About When Counsel Is Most Needed, \textit{37 Fordham Urb. L.J.} 37, 81 (2010); see also supra note 2.
\item \textsuperscript{81} \textit{Harv. Legal Aid Bureau}, http://www.harvardlegalaid.org (last visited Apr. 3, 2012).
\item \textsuperscript{82} The application process in recent years has become increasingly competitive, with the number of applications reaching approximately quadruple the number of positions during the years in which we conducted our study.
\end{itemize}
Clinical Instructors and Fellows.\textsuperscript{84} A student Board of Directors elected to various offices makes most decisions.\textsuperscript{85} Our personal observations, the competitive nature of the HLAB application process, and HLAB's reputation within the community suggest that the HLAB students and the clinical staff provide high quality representation. HLAB represents clients only in the Boston area.

Incoming 2Ls specialize in either housing or domestic cases, but HLAB also handles unemployment first-level appeals. First-level cases are considered good pedagogical tools\textsuperscript{86} because, as the cases cannot settle, they usually result in ALJ evidentiary hearings, providing students with an opportunity to do a direct examination and a cross-examination in addition to legal research and factual development. Moreover, relative to other case types, unemployment cases move through the system rapidly, so a student will usually take a case from intake to judgment in a semester.

During the study, HLAB intake, including unemployment intake, was done via telephone after a claimant who had received a claims adjuster determination called the general HLAB number. An HLAB student-attorney gathered information on financial eligibility, which was based on an income (but not an asset) screen,\textsuperscript{87} as well as certain additional facts regarding the caller and the case.

HLAB students received training on unemployment cases at the beginning of their 2L year. Upon receiving an unemployment case, the course the HLAB student-attorney took depended on the facts and circumstances, so what follows is a rough schematic. The student-attorney ordinarily began by copying the Massachusetts DUA case file (the set of documents compiled by the claims adjuster), which often had information on, among other things, the employer's contentions regarding eligibility.\textsuperscript{88} The HLAB student-attorney


\textsuperscript{86} Cf. William D. Popkin, Effect of Representation on a Claimant's Success Rate—Three Study Designs, 31 ADMIN. L. REV. 449, 452 (1979) (making a similar point in the context of Social Security Administration appeals).

\textsuperscript{87} Income was required to be less than 187% of the federal poverty level. Because the claimant was unemployed at the time of the intake interview, this requirement screened out few callers. This fact precluded us from exploring a regression discontinuity design, although we would have trusted the results of such a nonrandomized design less than the randomized results we present here.

\textsuperscript{88} E-mail from Esme Caramello, Deputy Dir. and Clinical Instructor, Harvard Legal Aid Bureau, to D. James Greiner (Nov. 3, 2010, 11:41 AM EST) (on file with authors).
interviewed the client to ascertain basic facts. Often, the student-attorney attempted to obtain a copy of the case file from the employer. Ordinarily, this was done simply by sending a letter to the employer requesting the file, but sometimes the student-attorney asked the claimant to request a copy of the file, if the student-attorney felt that the client was up to this task. The latter methods might be used so as to avoid unnecessarily reminding the employer of the fact of a first-level appeal, which might induce the employer to attend the ALJ hearing with a lawyer. The student-attorney researched the law via traditional search methods, attempted to find and interview additional witnesses and, together with their supervising attorneys, made a judgment as to whether to attempt to convince witnesses to attend the ALJ hearing or to submit testimony via affidavit. To prepare for the hearing, the student-attorney prepared the client for a direct examination and a cross-examination. The student-attorney also prepared an opening statement in the event that one was allowed, a closing statement, and frequently, a memorandum of law (which may or may not have been submitted, depending on the student-attorney and supervising attorney's collective judgment about whether doing so would be constructive). At the hearing, the student-attorney asked questions the ALJ did not already ask that were necessary to elicit relevant facts (on either direct or cross), introduced relevant documents, objected to testimony on evidentiary grounds, made an opening (if allowed) and closing statement, and sometimes (again, depending on a judgment) provided the ALJ with a memorandum of law.

---

89. See MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 149, § 52C (2010); E-mail from David Grossman, Dir., Harvard Legal Aid Bureau, to D. James Greiner (Oct. 31, 2010, 1:49 PM EST) (on file with authors).
90. Interview with Alana St. Aude, Student-Attorney, Harvard Legal Aid Bureau, in Cambridge, Mass. (Apr. 12, 2010) [hereinafter St. Aude Interview]; see also Nofi-Bendici, supra note 77, at 503 (encouraging practitioners to have their clients obtain the file). One implication of this "stealth" effort is that whether an employer attends the hearing with an attorney may be an outcome, not a background variable, in the sense that it may be affected by whether the claimant has an attorney.
91. A primary source is HALAS & MONSELL, supra note 35. This volume is updated regularly.
92. Caramello E-mail, supra note 88.
93. St. Aude Interview, supra note 90.
94. Caramello E-mail, supra note 88.
D. Study Methodology

Requests for HLAB representation in unemployment first-level appeals have long outstripped HLAB capacity to provide assistance. This remained true during the study period.

The study process worked as follows: a claimant called the HLAB front desk, and HLAB arranged to conduct its usual screening interview. During the interview, the student-attorney informed the claimant that HLAB was conducting an evaluation and read the claimant a script describing the study before requesting consent to participate. HLAB transmitted to us a form that verified oral consent and contained basic information about the claimant. We randomized the case (see below) and informed HLAB whether or not to offer representation. If the randomization required not offering assistance, the student-attorney so informed the claimant by telephone and provided her with names and telephone numbers of other legal services providers in the area who might take her case. Regardless of the randomization result, we sent a letter to the claimant verifying her consent to participate in the study. After a few months, and pursuant to a prior arrangement, we sent the Massachusetts DUA a copy of the oral consent form and the follow-up letter along with an outcome form requesting information on the ALJ ruling, on relevant dates, and on whether the claimant was represented in the first-level appeal. Study intake began in the summer of 2008 and closed in the spring of 2010, by which time the 207 cases that form the basis of our analysis had cleared intake.

In any experiment, the randomization scheme is of considerable importance. In our study, the randomization scheme was entirely dictated by the needs of the HLAB program and the nature of unemployment first-level appeals. The speed at which first-level appeals move meant that HLAB needed to know within twenty-four hours (preferably sooner) whether it would offer to represent a potential client. Pedagogically, HLAB needed more cases in September through October than it did during other times of the year because

---


96. By report from the HLAB students, only two or three eligible claimants (out of over two hundred) refused to go forward once they found out about the study. These claimants were provided with names and telephone numbers of other service providers.

97. One claimant withdrew from the study after providing consent. A few others were deemed erroneously included when it became clear that their cases did not concern eligibility for benefits but some other issue, such as an overpayment, or when it became clear that their first-level appeals had already taken place.
in these months it had student-attorneys available who wanted to cut their
teeth on unemployment cases. These factors led us to randomize each case
separately using probabilities adjusted approximately every eight weeks to
reflect the time of year. This design was not our first choice. There are
numerous ways to randomize, and a researcher should attempt to choose a
design that will minimize variance, or the uncertainty in the estimation,
because lower variance/uncertainty means greater knowledge. The design we
used is associated with a higher degree of uncertainty than, for example, a
design in which all 207 cases were available for randomization at the same time,
with exactly 103 randomized to an offer of representation and exactly 104 to no
offer.

E. Results

We organize our findings into answers to a series of eight questions. Our
general strategy here is to present the results of several different statistical
methodologies on each question, with results of the methodologies requiring
the mildest assumptions first, followed by those requiring stronger
assumptions. To be clear, in statistics-speak, “strong” assumptions are less
desirable. All statistical techniques depend on some assumptions, so
quantitative analysts attempt to minimize the number and strength of the
assumptions needed to render results credible. Generally, stronger assumptions
are required for modeling as opposed to nonmodeling techniques. The payoff
is that modeling techniques tend to produce more precise answers, meaning
less uncertainty. Thus, we present the results of the techniques with the
weakest assumptions first. That said, “strength” of assumptions is a relative
term. In this study, we are analyzing data generated from a randomized
experiment. The hard work that went into generating randomized data means
that all our primary results depend on assumptions that are quantum steps
weaker (again, weaker is better) than those needed to render credible the
dozens upon dozens of non-randomized studies we discuss in Part II. In short,
we do not credit the findings in the observational studies discussed in Part II,

98. At the beginning of the semesters, probabilities of acceptance were generally set high at .75
or .5. These were reduced over the semester to .5, or to .25. In a very small number of cases
during the summer, when HLAB was staffed in smaller part by incoming HLAB students
and in larger part by students from other schools), probabilities were set as low as .15.
Unfortunately, the number of cases in our study (207) did not all allow statistical analysis
focusing on seasonal effects, although we did attempt (without real success) to explore
whether callers in the November and December months (during the period of the
Thanksgiving holiday, final exams, and between-semester break) had outcomes different
from those who called at other times.
but we do believe all the results we present here, including those that require some modeling. ⁹⁹

We have deliberately tailored our discussion so as to make it accessible to persons without quantitative training. In doing so, we have necessarily sacrificed the precision technical terms allow, as well as the ability to present all results our analysis produced.

**Question 1:** Did the randomization produce statistically equivalent “treatment” (an offer of HLAB representation) and “control” (no offer) groups?

In other words, so far as we can tell with observed variables, did the randomization do what it was supposed to do, i.e., create treated and control groups that are the same up to random variation except for the treatment? The answer appears to be yes, within expected limits. Given the number of variables we measured, random variation would be expected to produce dissimilarity between treated and control in an occasional variable; in our case, a misbehaving variable was gender in that the treatment group had significantly more men than did the control group.

Table 1 compares the treated group to the control group on the background variables listed and shows a measure of difference (which reflects the size of the population and the probability of being assigned to each group) called a standard deviation. As a very rough heuristic, a difference (positive or negative) of two standard deviations is suggestive of an imbalance. Only with respect to the gender variable is the difference in standard deviations close to two.

---

⁹⁹. For an approach even more skeptical than our own, one that would risk no modeling at all, see David A. Freedman, *Randomization Does Not Justify Logistic Regression*, 23 Stat. Sci. 237 (2008). Professor Freedman was perhaps the most articulate and gifted skeptic that the field of statistics has ever produced.
Table 1.
ALL CASES: COMPARISON OF BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS IN TREATED (HLAB OFFER) AND CONTROL (NO HLAB OFFER) GROUPS – WEIGHTED AVERAGES OR PROPORTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
<th>TREATMENT (HLAB OFFER)</th>
<th>CONTROL (NO HLAB OFFER)</th>
<th>STANDARD DEVIATIONS DIFFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log of days: Claims adjuster notice to HLAB intake interview</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims adjuster notice dated November or December</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALJ hearing scheduled at time of intake</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education: High school diploma or less</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of dependants</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures in the third and fourth columns are weighted by inverse probability of selection, so the figures in column two are adjusted accordingly. Further details appear on The Yale Law Journal website. Sampling Ratio Estimator, YALE L.J., http://www.yalelawjournal.org/images/documents/sampling_ratio_estimator.pdf (last visited Apr. 3, 2012). The unweighted figures led us to the same substantive conclusion, i.e., that the treated and control groups were similar. The only variable with weighted values noticeably different from its unweighted figures was the variable “claims adjuster notice dated November or December.” Because, as explained at the end of Section I.D, the probability of receiving an HLAB offer depended on the time of year that the claims adjuster issues her decision, we place greater importance on the version of this variable that takes this fact into account, i.e., the weighted version.
Given the nature of the randomization scheme used (varying probabilities, many of which were not .5), we would not expect roughly equal numbers of cases in the treated and control groups, nor is balance on this number relevant to the inquiry.

See supra note 46 and accompanying text. Note that this variable (as were all others not determined by Massachusetts DUA records) was by claimant report; we had no way to verify whether the case actually stemmed from a claimant’s having left her employment or having been discharged.

In addition to recording the variables listed above, we also asked the HLAB student-attorneys to rate each case after the intake interview on three criteria: the amount of time needed to prepare the case well, the potential client’s ability to assist in the litigation, and the strength of the case. These were among the criteria that were used by HLAB in its case selection decisions prior to our study. We asked for ratings on a scale of one to five, where a one meant little time, low ability to assist, and a weak case, respectively. Although in the interests of space we do not show the results, balance on these three variables was good (the largest absolute difference in standard deviations was for the third of these variables, with a value of -1.13). Including these variables as predictors in the “Separate Regressions” technique, described in the following subsections, did not change the results in any way. Perhaps more importantly, including them did not narrow the intervals we observed. One
With respect to missing data: the efforts of the HLAB student-attorneys, good communication and follow-up with HLAB staff, and a keep-it-simple approach to the intake process resulted in very, very little missingness on background variables. Only 6 of 207 (under 3%) of observations had any background, outcome, or other variable used in this Article missing, and only 11 of 3933 cell values used were missing. We used subject matter knowledge to state a random distribution that we used to fill each missing cell value five different times, creating five different “completed” datasets to account for the uncertainty due to missing background variables. The fact is, however, that the amount of missingness was so small that the use of any reasonable method of accounting for missing data would result in the same substantive conclusions.

What can be done about the imbalance on the gender variable? We adopted several approaches including using gender as a predictor in modeling, analyzing men and women separately (although doing so raised its own statistical challenges), and using methods designed for “broken” randomized experiments. Although we do not show all these results, as it turned out, all these analyses made clear that the imbalance on gender did not affect the substantive conclusions we reached.

might criticize the five-point scale we used (and we would accept such criticism), but these results mildly suggest the possibility that it may be difficult to obtain useful information on whether representation is likely to make a difference in a particular case based solely on a telephone interview. See Part III.

103. Our inspiration here was Donald B. Rubin, *Multiple Imputations in Sample Surveys—A Phenomenological Bayesian Approach to Nonresponse*, in *PROCEEDINGS OF THE SURVEY METHODS SECTION 20* (American Statistical Association ed., 1978). By “subject matter knowledge,” we mean that we spoke with HLAB students and with lawyers knowledgeable about the DUA process, then used the results of these conversations to guess what would constitute good predictions for missing values.

104. Some limited previous research has suggested that men are more likely to win first-level appeals than are women. See Catherine K. Ruckelshaus, *Unemployment Compensation for Victims of Domestic Violence: An Important Link to Economic and Employment Security*, 30 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 209 (1996). Our own data suggested slightly the opposite.

105. Essentially, this involved using propensity score methods to compel balance on misbehaving covariates (which, as is often the case, involved degrading balance on other covariates). See Cassandra Wolos Pattanayak, *The Critical Role of Covariate Balance in Causal Inference with Randomized Experiments and Observational Studies* (May 2011) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University) (on file with authors). To reiterate, the substantive results of these methods were the same as those shown above.
Question 2: Did an offer of HLAB representation increase the probability that the claimant would prevail?

There was no evidence that an offer of HLAB representation increased the probability that a claimant would prevail. In other words, if there was an increase (which no study, including ours, could rule out), it is unlikely to have been large. On (weighted) average, .76 of claimants who received an offer of HLAB representation prevailed in their first-level appeals, while a (weighted) average of .72 of those who did not receive an offer prevailed. This .04 difference is not statistically significant, and even this insignificant difference narrows with some relatively innocuous statistical modeling, where “innocuous” means far easier to credit than the assumptions required to make credible the studies we critique in Part II of this Article. If we limit ourselves to inferences based almost entirely on the randomization alone, a 95% confidence interval for the difference is (-.06, .16). If we risk some relatively innocuous statistical modeling, the 95% interval shrinks to (-.06, .09). We credit the latter result.

A question immediately arises: when we say that it is unlikely that an HLAB offer caused a large increase in the probability that a claimant would prevail, how unlikely is “unlikely” and how large is “large”? We provide further details in a short appendix, but the basic message is that, without using the relatively innocuous statistical modeling referred to above, the most likely increase in the probability of a victory due to an HLAB offer is in the .00 to .05 range; the odds are about four to one against an increase of .10 in the probability of a victory; and an increase of .15 or larger is unlikely (by our estimate, the odds of such an increase are approximately nineteen to one against). If we do use the relatively innocuous statistical modeling, an increase of .09 or greater in the probability of a victory is unlikely (again, meaning roughly 19:1 against). See the Appendix for further details.

To assess the effect of a HLAB offer, we first present the results of a “Fisher,” or permutation, test. The idea here is that we begin with a “null

---

106. The (weighted) treated group win rate for the HLAB offer group was .764. The (weighted) control group win rate was .717. These figures thus round to .76 and .72, but the difference of .047 rounds to .05.

107. For further discussion of the “relatively innocuous” assumptions imposed by our modeling technique, please see infra Appendix.

108. These figures come from the “Sampling, Ratio Estimator” technique appearing in Figure 2; further explanation appears infra note 116.

109. These figures come from the “Separate Regressions” technique appearing in Figure 2; further explanation appears infra note 115.
hypothesis” that an offer of HLAB representation made no difference in whether each claimant won or lost. We then ask this question: if it were true that each claimant’s outcome would have been exactly the same with or without an HLAB offer, how likely is it that the randomization alone would have produced an absolute difference in win rates as large as, or larger than, the 5% we actually did see? If we find that the randomization alone would have been unlikely to produce the difference we actually saw (or a larger one), then we would reject the “null hypothesis” and conclude (essentially) that the offer of HLAB representation made a difference. How unlikely is “unlikely”? For this particular analysis it makes little difference, because we were nowhere close, but generally, quantitative analysts like to see what they refer to as a “p-value” of something near .05 or less to begin considering the result sufficiently “unlikely.” Note also that the Fisher Test requires only the mildest of assumptions for credibility. It depends only on the scheme randomly assigning claimants to “treatment” (HLAB offer) or “control” (no HLAB offer). We know of no test depending on fewer or milder assumptions.

Figure 1 presents a histogram for the Fisher test, with the observed result indicated by a vertical spike. The histogram represents 500,000 simulations of what we might have seen if the null hypothesis were true. If the observed results had been sufficiently “unlikely” in the sense described in the previous paragraph, this vertical spike would have been to the far right (or left) of the graph. Again, that would have indicated that the observed difference in outcomes was unlikely to be due to chance, assuming the null hypothesis that the HLAB offer had no effect. In fact, the spike is near the center of the histogram, indicating that the 5% difference we saw between treated and control groups, as indicated by the black line, is easily attributable to chance (under the null hypothesis). The p-value for this test is .51, nowhere near .05. Thus, with apologies for the triple negative that the nature of statistical analysis imposes: the data give us no reason to disbelieve the “null” hypothesis that the HLAB offer made no difference in the probability of a claimant win. In less technical terms: the offer appears to have had no large effect on win/loss.

As there were $2^{207}$ (more than $2 \times 10^{62}$) possible randomizations, we did not calculate the probabilities and treatment effects for each one. Instead, we used computer simulation techniques; the specifics are available on the Yale Law Journal website. HLAB Study Code, YALE L.J., http://www.yalelawjournal.org/images/documents/hlabstudycode20111009.r (last visited Apr. 3, 2012).

We had previously reported Fisher test results in terms of one-sided tests, which, obviously, had p-values half as large as two-sided tests (.255 in this case). At the urging of several reviewers, we have switched to a two-sided test.

See infra Appendix.
As noted above, a strength of the Fisher test is that it depends on only the mildest of assumptions, but two of its weaknesses are that it cannot, for a 0-1 outcome such as claimant success,\(^ {113}\) produce an interval into which the true effect of an HLAB offer is likely in some sense to fall,\(^ {114}\) and it does not use any of the background information that we collected on each case. Accordingly, Figure 2 presents the results of two other statistical techniques, both of which produce intervals, and the latter of which uses the background variables
collected (see Table 1). The bottom result uses modeling\textsuperscript{115} and thus depends on stronger assumptions, but again, the assumptions required here are relatively innocuous.\textsuperscript{116}

Figure 2.

\textbf{ALL CASES: 95\% INTERVALS FOR DIFFERENCE IN WIN RATES CAUSED BY HLAB OFFER}

\begin{figure}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{diff_win_rates}
\end{center}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{115} "Modeling" here refers to the use of mathematical equations that relate variables listed in Table 1 to outcome variables, such as win/loss and time to adjudication. Modeling requires us to assume that the equations used are similar enough to the process that generated the data.

\textsuperscript{116} For the "Sampling, Ratio Estimator," the point estimate comes from a difference in ratio estimators for means of the treated and control potential outcome vectors. Details of this estimator and corresponding variance calculations appear on the \textit{Yale Law Journal} website. \textit{Sampling Ratio Estimator, supra} note 100. The estimator relies on a first-order Taylor approximation that may understate the variance. The interval is plus/minus 1.975 (the relevant \textit{t}-distribution quantile) standard deviations. For the "Separate Regressions," we used a Bayesian simulation analog to the Peters-Belson method. See William A. Belson, \textit{A Technique for Studying the Effects of a Television Broadcast}, 5 J. ROYAL STAT. SOC'Y: SERIES C APPLIED STAT. 195 (1956); Charles C. Peters, \textit{A Method of Matching Groups for Experiment with No Loss of Population}, 34 J. EDUC. RES. 606 (1941). Again, details are available on the \textit{Yale Law Journal} website. \textit{HLAB Study Code, supra} note 110.
The intervals here are 95% intervals, meaning that the true effect of an HLAB offer is in some sense 95% likely to fall within the interval, but that values nearer to either end of an interval are less likely to correspond to the truth than are values nearer the middle. The “Sampling, Ratio Estimator” method produces an interval of (-.06, .16), while the “Separate Regressions” method interval is (-.06, .09).

The pattern here is straightforward: both intervals in Figure 2 easily include zero, indicating that there is no evidence that an offer of HLAB representation increases (or changes) the probability that the claimant will win her first-level appeal. Stated another way, any effect due to the HLAB offer is unlikely to have been large. The “Separate Regressions” technique uses modeling, which involves stronger assumptions, so the interval is narrower than the interval using the Ratio Estimator, but the basic conclusion is the same. Our preference is for this “Separate Regressions” method, which we believe represents a reasonable balance between the risks associated with some modeling and the desire to obtain more precise information. But all the techniques presented here produce the same inference, and none suggests that the HLAB offer has much of an effect on the probability of a claimant victory.

One final note: all the information here on claim success is with respect to the ALJ adjudication; the Massachusetts unemployment system provides a second-level appeal to a Board of Review as well as a right to judicial review of the Board’s decision. We requested from the Massachusetts DUA information about the ultimate disposition of each case, i.e., the outcome of the claim if the case proceeded beyond the ALJ level to the Board of Review or to the judiciary. The Massachusetts DUA agreed to give us the relevant information. It turned out that approximately thirty-five of the cases in our dataset proceeded beyond the ALJ level. As of the time of this writing, approximately thirty-two cases have reached final decisions, all but one of which resulted in affirmation of the ALJ decision. With this in mind, there is essentially no chance that the substantive conclusions of this Article will change as the three pending cases reach final adjudication.

Question 3: Did an offer of HLAB representation delay adjudication?

The short answer is yes. On (weighted) average using a logarithmic mathematical transformation explained immediately below, cases receiving an

---

17. See infra Appendix.

18. See infra note 257 for an explanation of this case. We are not certain whether to code this as a full reversal of the ALJ decision, but because this is only one case, our results are substantively the same even if we do code this case as a full reversal.
HLAB offer took 53.1 days from HLAB interview to ALJ decision, while those not receiving the offer took 37.3 days. The sixteen-day difference is statistically significant. With some relatively innocuous modeling the difference shrinks slightly: the median effect is a delay of about 12.1 days, with a median meaning that the HLAB offer would cause a delay longer than 12.1 in about half of the cases. On a different scale, a scale upon which we will place more reliance, the offer of HLAB representation effectively multiplied the time from HLAB interview to ALJ decision by about 1.4, corresponding to an increase of about 40%. All these results are statistically significant.

In presenting most of our results on time and delay, we will work with the "logarithm" of the number of days rather than the "raw" number of days. Why the logarithm? For most of the techniques we use, it is better to work with a set of numbers that approximates a symmetric, bell-shaped curve when graphed. For our raw measurements of time from HLAB interview to ALJ decision, the values did not look like a bell curve because several cases took much longer than was typical, giving the graph a long tail on its right side. When this happens, as it commonly does for measurements of time, quantitative analysts often apply a mathematical transformation called a logarithm to the raw numbers, hoping to transform the set of numbers into something that more closely resembles the classic bell curve. Here, that hope was realized, so we used the logarithm results.

A byproduct of applying this mathematical transformation is that most of our results will not be in terms of raw differences in number of days but rather in terms of multipliers. Recall that multiplying a number by one changes nothing. If on average an offer of HLAB representation effectively multiplied the length of time from HLAB interview to ALJ decision by a number greater than one (and the result was statistically significant), then we have evidence that the HLAB offer caused a delay. If the offer effectively multiplied the time from interview to decision by a number less than one (and the result was statistically significant), then we have evidence that the HLAB offer sped things up. One can think of this roughly in terms of percentage increases. A multiplier of, say, 1.25 means that the HLAB offer increased the length of time from HLAB interview to ALJ decision by about 25%.

119. Technically, we are measuring from HLAB interview to either ALJ decision or a withdrawal of the appeal by the party who brought it.

120. The difference without the logarithmic transformation is around eleven days. We prefer the logarithmic and modeling results described in the text.

121. We actually use log (1 + number of days) for mathematical convenience.
We proceed as before, showing results in order of increasingly strong assumptions, but with (again) the reminder that assumptions involved here are of a lesser order of magnitude than those involved in a non-randomized study. Figure 3 is the length-of-time counterpart to Figure 1, above. It shows the results of a Fisher test for average of the logarithm of number of days from the date of the HLAB interview (which was ordinarily within twenty-four hours of the date the case was randomized) to the date the ALJ rendered her decision. Analogously to Figure 1, the null hypothesis here is that the HLAB offer of representation had no effect on the average of the logarithm of the number of days from HLAB interview to ALJ decision, meaning that the multiplier due to an HLAB offer was one. Figure 3 is the histogram showing 500,000 simulations of what we might have seen if the null hypothesis had been true, and the observed value is indicated by a vertical spike. Here, in contrast to Figure 1, that observed value is on the far right of the histogram, suggesting that randomization is unlikely to have produced the observed result were the null hypothesis true. The P-value is approximately .008, far less than the .05 that often serves as a rough benchmark for statistical significance. Thus, we have reason to reject the null hypothesis that the HLAB offer caused no change in the log number of days. Figure 3 is on the multiplier scale, so values greater than one indicate a delay due to the HLAB offer. Again, we are aware of few statistical techniques for drawing causal inferences that depend on assumptions weaker than those of the Fisher test. Thus, the fact that this test shows statistically significant results is strong evidence of delay.

122. See supra notes 110-111 and accompanying text for an explanation of how we implemented the Fisher test.
Figure 3.
ALL CASES: FISHER TEST FOR TIME (FROM HLAB INTERVIEW TO ALJ DECISION)
MULTIPLIER CAUSED BY HLAB OFFER (CASES WEIGHTED)

What about producing intervals and using the background variables listed in Table 1? Figure 4 is the analog of Figure 2, above, and it has the same structure. Thus, it presents the results of two other statistical techniques, both of which produce intervals, and the latter of which uses the background variables collected. The bottom result depends on modeling and thus depends on stronger assumptions, but again, the assumptions required here are comparatively innocuous.123 Note that Figure 4 (like Figure 3) is also on the multiplier scale, so values greater than one indicate a delay due to the HLAB offer. The intervals here are 95% intervals, meaning that the true effect of an HLAB offer is in some sense 95% likely to fall within the interval, but that values nearer to either end of an interval are less likely to correspond to the truth than are values nearer the middle. The 95% interval for the Sampling, Ratio Estimator technique is (1.2, 1.7), and the corresponding interval for the

---

123. See supra note 116 for an explanation of the estimation techniques used here. Further details are available on The Yale Law Journal website. HLAB Study Code, supra note 110.
Separate Regression technique is also (1.2, 1.7) (the latter interval is slightly narrower in a way that rounding masks).

**Figure 4.**
**ALL CASES: 95% INTERVALS FOR TIME (FROM HLAB INTERVIEW TO ALJ DECISION)**
**MULTIPLIER CAUSED BY HLAB OFFER**

The pattern here is straightforward. Both intervals in Figure 4 are above one, indicating that an offer of HLAB representation causes a statistically significant increase in the length of time from HLAB interview to ALJ adjudication. The bottom interval is the result of some modeling; because stronger assumptions are required, a slightly narrower interval results. Our preference is for the "Separate Regressions" results shown above, which we believe represent a reasonable balance between the risks associated with some modeling and the desire to obtain more precise information. But the results of all the techniques presented here are essentially the same, and all suggest that the HLAB offer causes a delay.

How much of a delay is caused? According to the "Separate Regressions" technique, the median number of delay days caused by the HLAB offer is...
approximately 12.1, with the median meaning that half of cases will have a
larger delay. Again, to put this result in context, DOL regulations suggest that
60% of all first-level appeals should be completed within thirty days of filing,
and that 80% be completed within forty-five days. In another context, a
median two-week delay might not matter; in this system, the delay is
nontrivial.

**Question 4:** Did the subset of claimants who were initially denied
benefits also experience a delay in their proceedings with no apparent,
or no apparently large, effect on the win rate?

Acknowledging that answers here will be less certain because we are
working with a smaller dataset, the answer appears to be a tentative yes.
Focusing on only the cases in which the claims adjuster initially denied the
claim, thus making the claimant the “appellant” requesting the mini-trial de
novo before the ALJ, we see the following results. First, the randomization
produced reasonably comparable treated (HLAB offer) and control (no HLAB
offer) groups, with one chance exception that, unfortunately, might be
important: the (log of the) amount of time the claimant allowed to elapse
between receiving notice of the initial claim and the HLAB interview. Second,
the offer of HLAB representation had no statistically significant effect on the
probability that the claimant would win, although the effects would have had
to have been large for us to have seen them. Of those offered HLAB
representation, .70 prevailed on weighted average, as compared to .65 of those
not offered HLAB representation. The difference is not statistically significant,
and it narrows when we do a small amount of modeling (which requires
modeling assumptions but is probably worthwhile given the smaller number of
observations and the imbalance in the time variable mentioned above). Third,
on (weighted) average, cases receiving an HLAB offer took 45.0 days from
HLAB interview to ALJ decision, while those receiving no HLAB offer took
37.6 days. Analyzed on the log scale, this eight-day difference is statistically
significant, but the eight-day figure could be an understatement, perhaps
stemming from the fact that (as evidenced by the imbalance in log time from
initial claim to HLAB interview) the treated and control groups differed on
when they contacted HLAB, which might indicate differing levels of
procrastination or assertiveness among claimants. With some relatively
innocuous modeling, the median effect is a delay of about 10.2 days, with the
median meaning that the HLAB offer caused a delay longer than 10.2 days in
half of the cases.

124. See supra note 69 and accompanying text.
As we have stated several times before, all the results herein are limited by statistical uncertainty. Ordinarily, uncertainty goes up as the number of observations goes down. Thus we would expect to see, and do see, a greater degree of uncertainty when we examine subsets of the overall data, including the subset of initially denied claimants examined in this subsection. We expect, and in fact observe, less definitive results in this subset.

First, with respect to the comparability of the treated and control groups, Table 2 is the analogue of Table 1, above, in that it compares the composition of the treated (HLAB offer) and control (no HLAB offer) groups on background variables, but for initially denied claimants only. Comparing the fifth column in Table 2 to the fifth column in Table 1 shows that the standard deviations of the differences tend to be a bit larger in Table 2, suggesting that the treated and control groups in the initially denied claimant subset are not quite as well balanced as in the overall set of claimants. That said, the only variable that looks unbalanced is the logarithm of the number of days from the notice of the claims adjuster determination to the HLAB intake interview.

Table 2.
INITIALLY DENIED CASES ONLY: COMPARISON OF BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS IN TREATED (HLAB OFFER) AND CONTROL (NO HLAB OFFER) GROUPS — WEIGHTED AVERAGES OR PROPORTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC</th>
<th>OVERALL AVERAGE OR</th>
<th>TREATMENT (HLAB OFFER): AVERAGE</th>
<th>CONTROL (NO HLAB OFFER): AVERAGE</th>
<th>STANDARD DEVIATIONS DIFFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log of days: Claims adjuster notice to HLAB intake interview</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims adjuster notice dated November or December</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The discussion supra notes 100-102 applies equally to Table 2. We have deleted the Non-Hispanic Asian variable from this table due to the small number of such claimants in this subset of the data.

125
The imbalance on log time from notice of claims adjuster determination to HLAB interview may be problematic because the length of the time lapse from claims adjuster determination to HLAB interview might be a signal for characteristics, such as a tendency to procrastinate, that could affect our primary outcomes. Accordingly, we use some modeling to address this imbalance.

In terms of win rates, Figures 5 and 6 are the analogues to Figures 1 and 2 above, except the dataset is limited to the set of cases for which the claims adjuster initially denied benefits. The Fisher test, 126 with a p-value of .57 (nowhere near .05), shows no reason to disbelieve the null hypothesis that the HLAB offer caused no difference in the win rates. The intervals for the difference in win rates produced via both the ratio estimator and separate regression methods shown include zero, although the interval for the ratio estimator is wide, reflecting a fair amount of uncertainty. Thus, our

126. See supra notes 110-111 and accompanying text for an explanation of the Fisher test and specifics of our implementation.
conclusions on this point depend to a greater degree on the modeling assumptions inherent in the separate regressions technique.

Figure 5.
INITIALLY DENIED CASES ONLY: FISHER TEST FOR DIFFERENCE IN WIN RATES CAUSED BY HLAB OFFER, CASES WEIGHTED
Figure 6.
INITIALLY DENIED CASES ONLY: 95% INTERVALS FOR DIFFERENCE IN WIN RATES CAUSED BY HLAB OFFER

With respect to the effect of the HLAB offer on delay in adjudication, the results are mostly the same as for the entire set of cases but less definite, with the lower degree of certainty attributable to the smaller size of the dataset being analyzed. Figures 7 and 8 correspond to Figures 3 and 4, above. As before, both figures are on the multiplier scale. Figure 7 shows the Fisher test on the log number of days from HLAB interview to ALJ decision. The observed value is on the right side of the histogram, although not on the far right. The p-value is .16; if this had been the only test we had run, we would conclude that we lacked sufficient evidence to disbelieve the null hypothesis of no delay. As suggested above, however, the Fisher test makes very few assumptions. This fact, together with the smaller size of the dataset, means that we might expect to see less certainty than we would from the whole dataset or from a technique that risks more assumptions. Keeping in mind that the Fisher test does not

127. See supra note 116 for an explanation of the techniques used.
128. See supra note 110-111 and accompanying text.
adjust for the imbalance noted earlier on (log) time from claims adjuster
determination to HLAB interview, we view the .16 P-value as inconclusive.

Figure 7.
INITIALLY DENIED CASES ONLY: FISHER TEST FOR TIME (FROM HLAB INTERVIEW
TO ALJ DECISION) MULTIPLIER CAUSED BY HLAB OFFER, CASES WEIGHTED

The other statistical techniques, the results of which appear in Figure 8, reach a different conclusion, which we credit here. Because of the multiplier scale, we look to see whether the intervals are greater than one and find that both are. In particular, keeping in mind the fact that the “Separate Regression” technique attempts to adjust for the imbalance on (log) time from claims adjuster determination to HLAB interview (at the risk of assumptions regarding the approximate correspondence of the data and the mathematical equations the models used), we credit the “Separate Regressions” result appearing in Figure 8. We conclude that the HLAB offer caused a delay among initially denied claimants.
Question 5: Did an offer of HLAB representation impose costs on the unemployment system?

Due to the delay noted in response to Question 3, the answer is a tentative yes. The Supreme Court’s decision in Java\textsuperscript{130} required that, if the claims adjuster granted benefits, such benefits should begin to flow immediately, even if an employer appealed. If, however, the employer appeal was successful, then payments paid during the pendency of the appeal were erroneous, and the longer the pendency of the appeal, the more money paid in error. The Massachusetts DUA attempted to recover such overpayments, primarily through recovery of other unemployment benefits or withholding of tax

\textsuperscript{129} See supra note 116 for an explanation of the techniques used.

refunds, but the agency could not succeed 100% of the time. Thus, for the set of claimants initially but erroneously granted benefits, delay placed a financial burden on the unemployment system, perhaps not in any individual case but certainly over the run of cases.

Putting aside recuperation, how much of a possible loss is involved here? The HLAB offer caused a longer delay for claimants initially granted benefits than for claimants initially denied. Using the “Separate Regressions” technique described above, an HLAB offer multiplied the length of the time period from HLAB interview to ALJ adjudication for initially granted claimants by about 1.4. In our dataset, there were thirteen claimants who were initially granted benefits but for whom the ALJ reversed in the first-level appeal; note that the small number of claimants with this profile suggests that this issue, to the extent that it exists, may not be a large one. Applying the delay multiplier of 1.4 together with the benefits rate for these claimants yielded dollar figures (ranked in increasing order and rounded to the nearest dollar) of cost due to delay of 163, 224, 244, 296, 318, 1106, 1546, 1797, 1888, 2200, 3013, 3935, and 4243. This is fairly back-of-the-envelope analysis, and the figures are sensitive to our choice to use a multiplier model; further, as one can see, these numbers are noisy. If one is willing to risk a rough inference on these thirteen observations, however, then an HLAB offer may cost the system something on the order of $1546 (the median of the above figures) per case in which the claimant was initially granted benefits but for which the ALJ reversed, before the Massachusetts DUA’s recuperation efforts, which we were unable to measure.

131. Telephone Interview with Robert Ganong, Chief Counsel and Special Assistant Attorney Gen., Mass. Dep’t of Workforce Dev. (Nov. 29, 2010) [hereinafter Ganong November Interview]. We were unable to obtain figures regarding what percentage of overpayments are ultimately recovered.

132. See supra note 116 for brief explanation of this technique, as well as The Yale Law Journal website for our replication code. HLAB Study Code, supra note 110. Essentially, we applied the Separate Regressions technique to only the cases in which the claims adjuster initially awarded benefits. The result was a point estimate of a 1.4 times multiplier. We then applied this 1.4 time multiplier to the cases in which the claims adjuster had initially awarded benefits but the ALJ had reversed, in order to calculate a number of weeks of delay due to the HLAB offer for these cases (keep in mind here that times for cases in which the claims adjuster had initially granted benefits were generally longer than those for which the claims adjuster had initially denied). We then multiplied this number of weeks of delay to the weekly benefits amount being paid in the case prior to the ALJ reversal to obtain the dollar figures quoted above.
Question 6: When we shift focus from an offer of HLAB representation to the actual use of representation (from HLAB or some other source), do we still find a delay and no statistically significant effect on the win rate?

The fundamental results of this paper are that an offer of HLAB representation had no statistically significant effect on the win rate but did delay adjudication. Do these two fundamental results hold when we shift from an offer to actual use of representation and shift from HLAB to any source or kind of representative? In other words, what was the effect of representation of any kind? (Note that, as we have said repeatedly and will say again, we are still limited here to an inference for the set of claimants who sought representation from HLAB.) Again, offers of representation are different from actual use; not all persons offered representation took advantage, and some claimants not offered HLAB representation found assistance from other sources.

It turns out that the question is challenging to answer. The reason is that, as noted above, only the offer of, not actual use of, representation was randomized, and the randomization is what produces treated and control groups identical up to random variation. Some claimants (under 10%) randomized to receive an HLAB offer of representation did not in fact receive representation, ordinarily because HLAB was unable to contact them before their ALJ hearings. Some claimants randomized not to receive an HLAB offer obtained representation from other service providers, such as private attorneys, Greater Boston Legal Services, the Volunteer Lawyers Project, or the

---

133. Those familiar with the potential outcomes framework of causation will recognize that our discussion here is a wholesale adaptation of that in Hirano et al., supra note 34; our modeling strategy also comes from this piece. As this reference demonstrates, the techniques we use here are a form of instrumental variables modeling in which some of the less plausible assumptions typically involved in this technique are relaxed.

134. See supra Introduction, Section B.

135. The range of possible representation rates stems from the fact that some claimants and some employers withdrew from the appeals process before a hearing occurred. In such cases, the Massachusetts DUA was unable to tell us whether the claimants were represented. It is theoretically possible that as many as 60% of the no-offer group ended up represented, but the more likely value is around 39%. The uncertainty stems from a combination of data missing from the Massachusetts DUA as well as uncertainty as to whether claimants who withdrew their unemployment claims (or who did not appear at ALJ hearings) were represented. In the analyses reported in this Section, we alternatively assumed the 60% and the 39% figures. As it turned out, it did not matter what we assumed here because we could not produce useful inferences regarding the probability of obtaining benefits under any assumption. See infra note 142 and accompanying text.

clinical program at Northeastern Law School.\textsuperscript{138} We could not randomize the process by which claimants designated to receive an HLAB offer ended up unrepresented, nor could we randomize the process by which claimants designated to no HLAB offer ended up represented. There is no reason to guess that nature randomized these processes for us. In fact, there is reason to guess to the contrary. We find it plausible, even likely, that claimants the randomizer selected to receive no HLAB offer who nevertheless found attorneys represented a “Go-Getter” subset of the control group. This is essentially one of the “selection effects” we discuss in greater detail in Part II; we contend that this selection effect is one of the reasons why the observational studies done in this area previously are unworthy of credence, and this selection effect poses similar challenges for us here.

To make this point clearer, our intuition is that the process of finding an attorney once turned down by HLAB required effort, energy, articulateness, and persistence from a claimant. Our intuition also suggests that effort, energy, articulateness, and persistence are useful in winning a first-level appeal. The fact that the group of claimants randomized to no HLAB offer included some persons who obtained representation and some persons who did not, together with our guess about effort and persistence, lead us to guess that the group of claimants randomized to no HLAB offer was a mixture of (i) “Go-Getters” who did the extra work and had the extra skills to obtain attorneys despite disappointment at HLAB and (ii) “Regulars” who did not do this work and/or lacked these skills and thus who did not obtain attorneys. Thus, the control group (no HLAB offer) was a mixture of Go-Getters and Regulars, and we guess that the skills the Go-Getters possessed would have made them more likely to win their first-level appeals than the Regulars. But if the control (no HLAB offer) group was a mixture of Go-Getters and Regulars, so was the treated (HLAB offer) group. Why? Because random assignment of claimants to treated and control groups assured that the two groups were statistically the same on background characteristics. Thus, both treated and control groups were mixtures of Go-Getters and Regulars.

With this in mind, consider what would happen if we compared the success rates of (i) the set of all treated (HLAB offer) claimants as a whole versus (ii) a subset of control (no HLAB offer) claimants, specifically those who did not find legal representation. We would be comparing a set that contains a mixture of Go-Getters and Regulars (the whole of the treated group) to a set


consisting of only Regulars (the claimants in the control group who did not obtain attorneys), even though we have reason to believe that Go-Getters might be inherently more likely to win their cases because they might be more able to find documents, convince witnesses to testify, and so forth. These two sets, (i) all of the treated versus (ii) only those controls who did not find attorneys, are not essentially identical in all ways except for the presence of representation. Thus, any differences we observed might be due as much to the difference in the kind of claimants we were comparing as to representation.

So, if we are interested in figuring out the effect of actual use of representation, we need to find two sets identical in all ways except that one set was actually represented and the other was not. In that case, why not simply remove the Go-Getters from the treated (HLAB offer) group and compare the Regulars in the treated group, who got representation, to the Regulars in the control (no HLAB offer) group, who did not? This is exactly what needs to be done, and we attempt to do so. However, it is not easy to do. The reason for

139. Comparing the Go-Getters in the treated group to the Go-Getters in the control group will not provide any information about the effect of representation because, by definition, all Go-Getters (regardless of whether they were in the treated or control group) were represented.

Notice that to address fully the problem of non-randomness in the actual use of representation we should also recognize that a third type of claimant existed, namely, the claimant who would not have obtained representation even if assigned an HLAB offer, a "Never-Lawyer" claimant. Recall that just under 10% of the treated (HLAB offer) group ended up unrepresented; we know that these claimants were Never-Lawyer claimants. We also know that the treated (HLAB offer) and control (no HLAB offer) groups were the same up to random variation. From this, we infer that the control group also had some Never-Lawyer claimants in it. Unfortunately, the small size of the dataset and the small number of claimants known to be Never-Lawyers made the task of picking out Never-Lawyers in the control group hopeless, so we ignored this issue in the analysis above.

140. This discussion clarifies that because we are attempting to remove the Go-Getters from the group randomized to no HLAB offer, we are not simply comparing the results of the represented group to the unrepresented group, as some in the legal services community had requested that we do.

Note that some have suggested that the Go-Getter/Regular story articulated above may not accurately describe the way that some claimants in our control group obtained counsel. According to a different account, in an unknown number of cases, HLAB students called another service provider, Greater Boston Legal Services (GBLS), to provide the names and contact information of persons randomized to no HLAB offer to see if GBLS (or another organization called the Volunteer Lawyers Project) might be able to provide representation. GBLS called each such claimant to offer representation. The implication here is that in those cases in which the HLAB student called GBLS, and GBLS called the claimant, "Go-Getter" effort was not required to obtain representation. The apparent upshot of this implication is that a comparison of claimants who ended up represented to claimants who did not end up represented would in fact be worthwhile. See Bob Sable, What Difference Representation—A
the difficulty is that we do not know who was a Go-Getter and who was a
Regular in the treated (HLAB offer) group. We do know who is who in the
control (no HLAB offer) group: recall that we distinguished the Regulars from
the Go-Getters in the control (no HLAB offer) group by observing which of
the control group claimants obtained representation despite being randomized
to no HLAB offer. If, in the control group, a claimant obtained an attorney
despite not receiving an offer from HLAB, we know that claimant was a
Go-Getter. If, in the control group, a claimant did not obtain an attorney (after
not receiving an HLAB offer), we know the claimant was not a Go-Getter and
was thus a Regular. But by definition, all claimants in the treated group
received an offer of (HLAB) representation. Thus, our problem is that we do
not know what each treated (HLAB offer) claimant would have done had she
not been offered HLAB representation, which is what we need to know to
distinguish Go-Getters from Regulars. We do not observe the counterfactual
state of the world, i.e., what claimants actually offered representation would
have done had they not been so offered. We have to use statistical methods to
guess whether each treated (HLAB offer) group claimant is a Go-Getter or a
Regular. To do this well, we need observed background variables that do a
good job of predicting whether a person was a Go-Getter or a Regular. And it
turns out that in our study, the variables listed in Table 1 do not do the job very
well, probably because they are not very good proxies for characteristics such as
energy, articulateness, and persistence. In fact, as we explain in further detail in
Part II, at present it appears that no one in the quantitative legal community
(including us) knows what variables to measure as good proxies for
characteristics such as energy, articulateness, and persistence. 141

We do our best here to fit statistical methods that predict whether treated
group claimants were Go-Getters or Regulars, even though we are challenged
by the fact that we have only 207 cases. Our best is good enough to allow us to

141. See Rebecca L. Sandefur, Elements of Expertise: Lawyers’ Impact on Civil Trial and Hearing
conclude with some degree of confidence that actual use of legal representation caused a delay in the ALJ adjudication. The modeling required to attempt to separate the Go-Getters from Regulars means that we cannot use the easily visualized techniques (such as the Fisher test) that we presented earlier, so we simply state that our best efforts produced a 95% interval for the multiplier due to the actual use of representation of (1.5, 2.4), well above 1. In fact, these delay figures are larger than those for the delay due to the HLAB offer alone. Thus, the delay that actual use of representation caused is sufficiently clear that even our decidedly imperfect models find it.

In contrast, our best is not good enough with respect to win/loss. A 95% interval for the difference in win rates due to actual use of representation is (-.14, .23); this interval is so wide as to be useless. Our suspicion that actual use of representation produces no large increase in the win rate for the set of claimants who contact HLAB is thus based on non-quantitative sources of information, sources we discuss in Question 8, below.

**Question 7:** Were there subsets—identifiable at intake—of cases where an offer of HLAB assistance did increase the probability of a win?

In other words, the data provide no evidence that an offer of HLAB representation increased the probability of a win for the set of claimants who sought HLAB assistance. But if there were easily identifiable subsets of claimants for whom the offer made a favorable result more likely, HLAB might as an experimental matter shift its practice to these subsets. Seeking such subsets was a primary reason for HLAB’s decision to engage in this study in the first place.143 Do such subsets exist?

Answering this question requires a departure from good statistical practice. It requires that we go fishing for subsets in which one sees good results. Even if the offer of HLAB representation had no effect on any subset of cases, if we examined enough subsets we might find some spurious statistically significant

---

142. See supra note 135. In the analysis presented above, we assumed that all the claimants who withdrew were unrepresented. If we assume that all claimants who withdrew were represented (a proposition we find unlikely), the 95% posterior interval for the time multiplier is (1.1, 1.8). Thus, we feel comfortable in concluding that there is a delay due to actual use of representation. The corresponding interval for the difference in win rate under the assumption that all claimants who withdrew were represented was (-.4, .1); again, hardly useful.

increases in the probability of claimant success due to nothing more than random variation. Thus, the conclusions here are suggested avenues for evaluation of a future HLAB program, not a reason to believe that HLAB offers made a positive difference in any identified subsets. At issue here are potential ideas, not evidence.

With this in mind, we divided the data in over a dozen ways and analyzed each subset using the “Sampling, Ratio Estimator” and “Separate Regression” techniques identified in Figures 2, 4, and 6. At first, we examined the results hoping to find subsets of the data showing a statistically significant positive difference under both techniques in the probability that a claimant prevailed. We found none. In fact, for the Separate Regression technique, the method in which we would tend to place slightly more trust (given the small sizes of some of the datasets and the concomitant imbalances in background variables), none of the subsets showed a statistically significant advantage due to the HLAB offer. With that in mind, we resorted to looking at only the results from the “Sampling, Ratio Estimator” technique. Here, we found something somewhat close to significance in the following subsets of claimants: women; \(^{144}\) claimants in “discharge” cases; \(^{145}\) and non-Hispanic blacks.

Note that one variable we thought (hoped) might be related to ability to proceed effectively without legal representation, education, turned out to have little if any predictive value. As we discuss in Part II, the failure of this variable is a bad omen for those hoping to produce credible results regarding the effect of representation from observational studies. \(^{146}\)

To reiterate, nothing in these results supports the conclusion that an HLAB offer actually did benefit these subsets of claimants. Nevertheless, we reported these results to HLAB for it to consider in deciding whether to continue with its unemployment practice, and if so, what form that practice should take.

**Question 8: What could explain our results?**

One of the results in our study, the delay due to both an offer of and actual use of representation, is not difficult to explain. Attorneys, including student-attorneys, need time to investigate facts, to do research, and to otherwise prepare. The time frame for the first-level appeals process is tight, with

---


145. *See supra* note 45 and accompanying text (describing when claimants in “discharge” cases may be awarded unemployment benefits).

146. *See infra* notes 236-237 and accompanying text.
hearings typically scheduled within a few weeks of the filing for an appeal by either the claimant or the employee. During that time, the claimant must find counsel, sign a retainer agreement, and provide relevant information before the attorney’s work can seriously begin. Hearing postponements at the behest of legal representatives are thus to be expected.

The greater challenge is explaining the absence of evidence that an HLAB offer affected the probability that a claimant would prevail. At the outset, we acknowledge, but dismiss as implausible, two possible explanations. The first is the hypothesis that the absence of an effect is due to low quality HLAB lawyering. Our refusal to credit this hypothesis is due to our personal observations of the extraordinarily talented set of students HLAB recruits,147 the students’ dedication, the tremendous oversight and guidance the clinical staff at HLAB provides, and what we understand to be the strong reputation HLAB enjoys for its work in this area.148

The second hypothesis we do not credit is the possibility that the control group had too many claimants who ended up finding representation, so that there was an insufficient contrast between the treated (HLAB offer) and control (no HLAB offer) group. The difference between the 90%+

147. See supra note 82 and accompanying text.

After observing several first-level appeals in another state, Kritzer concluded that “[b]ecause of the low fees involved, few attorneys handle [unemployment] cases, and . . . that many, perhaps most, of the lawyers are not familiar with the administrative law judges, or the rules governing eligibility for [unemployment] compensation.” Kritzer, supra note 63, at 55. With respect to law students, Kritzer concluded that those he observed, all first-years participating in a volunteer organization with no selectivity, sometimes struggled with witness examination technique. Id. at 63-66.

As discussed in Section I.C, HLAB student-attorneys are 2Ls and 3Ls chosen from a highly selective process. They gained experience advocating on behalf of their clients in a variety of settings. During our study, HLAB student-attorneys were trained in the procedures applicable in Massachusetts, and they investigated the law and facts in their cases fully. We concede that HLAB student-advocates may have lacked the craftsmanship and knowledge of an attorney who has practiced for many years before ALJs in first-level unemployment appeals. But our sense based on studying this system for the past several years is that there were very, very few such attorneys (for the same reason that Kritzer identified). Thus, by saying that HLAB representation was strong and well respected, and therefore that it is implausible to attribute our results to low quality HLAB lawyering, we do not mean to suggest that an überlawyer specializing in first-level appeals might not have produced better outcomes. We do suggest, however, that a comparison involving a hypothetical überlawyer specializing in first-level appeals is of limited value, and that HLAB student representation was likely among the best that claimants in Massachusetts first-level appeals could expect to receive.
representation rate in the treated (HLAB offer) group and the around 39% representation rate in the control (no HLAB offer) group was sufficient to allow the techniques we used to show a statistically significant delay effect. Thus, the contrast was sufficient to make evident large effects, and as noted above, the crossover between treated and control groups in our study was similar to that experienced in other randomized studies of legal representation. No large effect on win/loss was, apparently, present. Thus, even if one believes, in some ill-defined way, that the high rate of representation in the control group "masked" the contrast between the treated and control groups, we suggest that any "true" increase in the success rate due to the HLAB program was unlikely to be large, because if it had been large, we probably would have seen it.

Among the many possible explanations for the result that an HLAB offer made no statistically significant difference in the success rate, we find three most plausible (although there certainly are others). The first begins with the observation that the win rate for the control group in our study (those not offered HLAB representation) was higher than the average success rate in Massachusetts first-level appeals as a whole. In our dataset's control group, when the claimant appealed, she prevailed 65% of the time; in the overall Massachusetts system, the win rate for appealing claimants was 47%. In our dataset's control group, when the claimant defended against an employer appeal, she prevailed 83% of the time, compared to a 75% rate in Massachusetts overall. The comparison is not perfect for two reasons: first, HLAB accepts cases heard only in the Massachusetts DUA's Boston office, whereas the comparison numbers quoted above are statewide; second, HLAB accepted only cases where eligibility for benefits was at issue, whereas the first-level appeals system as a whole includes cases presenting other issues (such as overpayments). Nevertheless, the disparity in the win rates, particularly for claimant-initiated appeals, is striking. This suggests to us either that the claimants who initiated contact with HLAB possessed personal characteristics making them more likely to win their cases or that the underlying facts in their cases were unusually strong. Either is possible; the former strikes us as particularly plausible given that the HLAB unemployment intake system depended on a telephone contact initiated by the claimant. In other words, perhaps HLAB and the other attorneys who assisted clients who had contacted HLAB were helping only those who did not need the help.

149. See supra note 56 and accompanying text.
A second plausible explanation for our results lies in the "tempestuous[] . . . marriage" of adversarial and inquisitorial styles of judging used to adjudicate first-level appeals. As discussed above, in this system, the claims adjuster shouldered the initial burden of collecting relevant documents. The ALJ initiated questioning of all witnesses. Perhaps the ALJ made a special effort (bent over backwards) for pro se litigants. Thus, our second proposed explanation is that the Massachusetts DUA had used and trained its staff effectively to create a system that was accessible to pro se litigants.151

A third and related plausible explanation might lie in the nature of the issues disputed in first-level appeals. Commentators are currently split on whether the issues ordinarily involved in first-level appeals are relatively simple or complex,152 but it appears to us that at least with respect to the cases HLAB handled, expert testimony was rarely needed, and ordinarily the cases could be adequately worked up over the course of a few (perhaps intense) weeks. If so, then again, perhaps the system was accessible to pro se litigants because the issues were accessible.

We return to these themes, particularly the first two, in Part II. For now, however, we note that without further study with different service providers and, perhaps, different study designs, we do not know which of these mechanisms (or something else we have not mentioned) is rendering an offer of representation unlikely to have resulted in a large effect on win/loss. And the three alternative explanations might apply to a lesser or greater extent in other legal services settings. A great many providers depend on client-initiated telephone systems for intake; some of these telephone lines are clogged, requiring client persistence. Even in the United States, other adjudicatory systems have in the past shared some salient characteristics of the ALJ process described above, such as a quasi-inquisitorial style of witness examination and evidence gathering.153

150. Mashaw, supra note 57, at 16.
151. Cf. Popkin, supra note 86, at 451 ("[H]earing officers whose responsibility in nonadversarial proceedings is to protect the unrepresented claimant are skeptical about a representative's ability to help claimants win.").
152. Compare, e.g., Morris, supra note 77, at 665-66 (noting "intricate State laws" and "complexity"), and Emsellem & Halas, supra note 75, at 297-98 ("legally complex," "trial-like setting"). with Nofi-Bendici, supra note 77, at 500 ("relatively straightforward").
Our speculation is that the first of our explanations, that HLAB's intake system is allowing it to reach mostly those whose outcomes it cannot greatly affect, is playing a substantial role. If we are right about that (and we cannot know without further study), then a major focus of future research should be provider outreach and intake systems. Again, it appears to us that some service providers use intake systems that could screen out potential clients whose outcomes are most subject to change via representation.

It would be a mistake to overgeneralize the results of our study to conclude that offering free legal assistance is not worth the cost or time, or even that offers of representation make no difference in Massachusetts first-level appeals. If the first of our three possible explanations is playing an important role, then an altered intake system might result in a different set of potential clients. Meanwhile, a major access to justice problem could still exist in Massachusetts first-level appeals. On this point, we caution that studies of the kind we conduct here are dependent on context. One of our primary purposes in this paper is to persuade readers that we need numerous additional studies in a variety of different contexts. Hopefully, with numerous studies, we could begin to make more informed guesses as to which aspects of context matter most, and to base policy and funding decisions on these more informed guesses. This agenda recognizes, indeed it depends on, the idea that context matters.

It would also be a mistake to undergeneralize the results of our study by concluding that it has no implications outside of HLAB's first-level appeals practice. If the second or third (or some combination thereof) of our explanations is playing an important role, then our results might implicate a variety of legal assistance practices in a variety of different subject areas.

Perhaps most importantly, our study provides a sharp reason to reconsider other efforts to measure the effect of legal representation, as we do in Part II. We further suggest that the HLAB study provides reason to implement a large program of randomized control trials in the legal setting; we begin the discussion of what such a program should look like in Part III.

II. THE CURRENT STATE OF OUR KNOWLEDGE

The literature purporting to measure quantitatively the effect of legal representation in civil disputes is substantial. In terms of subject area, studies
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may still purport) to be a parens patriae approach in juvenile delinquency proceedings as well as the particular focus of this paper, the “tempestuous marriage” in first-level appeals. In terms of type of representative, most studies have focused on attorneys, but others have examined paralegals, law students, and union representatives. With the exception of child custody, where results conflict, this research is often cited (despite occasional precautions from some authors) to justify oft-repeated general assertions that legal representation makes all the difference.

One might think that after decades of research in such a wide variety of subject areas, types of proceedings, adjudicatory styles, and types of representatives, a substantial body of objective, quantitatively-based knowledge would be available regarding when, where, and how to deliver legal assistance, and how to structure adjudicatory systems to make such systems
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190. See, e.g., Stapleton & Teitelbaum, supra note 20; Aday, supra note 154; Burruss & Kempf-Leonard, supra note 154; Clarke & Koch, supra note 154; Duffee & Siegel supra note 154; Feld & Schaefer, supra note 154; Ferster & Courtless, supra note 154; Ferster & al., supra note 154; Hayeslip, supra note 154; Lemert, Legislating Change, supra note 154; Reasons, supra note 154. Other studies purport to show representation producing favorable results in juvenile proceedings. See, e.g., Feld, supra note 154; Maiman, supra note 154, at 9.
191. See, e.g., Cooper, supra note 154; Handler, supra note 154; Hammer & Hartley, supra note 154. Other studies purport to show representation producing favorable results in welfare. See, e.g., Hagen, supra note 154.
192. See, e.g., Kritzer, supra note 63, at 151-92; Deitsch & Dilts, supra note 154; Hill, supra note 154; Zirkel, supra note 154. Other studies purport to show representation producing favorable results in employment proceedings. See, e.g., Block & Stieber, supra note 154; Colvin, supra note 154; McDermott & Obar, supra note 154; Zirkel & Breslin, supra note 154.
193. See, e.g., Cavanagh & Rhode, supra note 154; Sales et al., supra note 154; Wissler, supra note 154. But see Ellis, supra note 154 (concluding that lawyers are associated with higher settlement rates and greater use of joint custody). The findings in McMullen & Oswald, supra note 154, at 81, are ambiguous.
194. See, e.g., Drahozal & Zyontz, supra note 154, at 53.
accessible to pro se litigants. We suggest the opposite is true: we know almost nothing as a result of these studies, and all but two provide no information on representation effects that would not already have been available from instinct and conjecture. And as Part I of this Article demonstrated, instinct and conjecture can be wrong in a way that matters. In this Part, we discuss previous studies at modest length because we make the following claim: almost all this literature is unworthy of credence, and at least at present (and until we know more from better research), the only way to produce credible quantitative results on the effect of legal representation is with randomized trials.

We motivate our discussion in part with two apparent puzzles. First, a 2006 observational study, based on a review of case files, of first-level unemployment appeals in the Boston metropolitan region reported that representation resulted in a 19% to 24% increase in the probability that a claimant who appeared at a hearing would prevail.

As discussed above, this is the premise of the extraordinarily exhaustive review and synthesis of the literature in Engler, supra note 80.

Sandefur has attempted to obtain information from case-file-based observational studies in this area by conducting a bounds-based meta-analysis of a well-chosen subset of these studies. See Sandefur, supra note 141. Although we admire the attempt to glean information from these studies, we are skeptical that it can be done. Sandefur limited her meta-analysis to studies that considered legal representatives who appeared at some kind of hearing or adjudication. As such, as we discuss in Subsection II.A.1, none of these studies identifies a well-defined intervention, and thus none appears to be measuring a causal effect. This alone is enough to suggest that at least without further, strong assumptions about whether legal representation early in a case’s development affects the probability that the case reaches a hearing (and is thus included in the datasets Sandefur’s meta-analysis covers), the underlying studies are themselves of little value. Limiting oneself to bounds cannot solve this problem. Moreover, even assuming this problem away, the bounds Sandefur calculates are necessarily wide (as she recognizes), and all we really know is that the “truth” lies somewhere in the bounds. Given the selection effects present, which we discuss in this Part and some of which Sandefur discusses herself, there is no reason to believe that across studies, the truth generally lies near the middle, or near the bottom, or in any particular place within these bounds.

To clarify, we do not claim that the observational studies we list in note 154, supra, have no useful information. These articles often provide rich descriptive statistics and non-quantitative information on the litigants, the advocates, the adjudicative setting, the nature of the issues raised, and the sociological and economic contexts in which representation takes place. Our criticism is limited to the attempt to draw inferences of causation regarding the effects of offers or actual use of representation from the quantitative data these studies contain.

Owens, supra note 75. A law student statistical compilation came to similar conclusions, at least with respect to discharge cases. See Gotberg, supra note 154, at 32 (“[B]ringing an attorney roughly doubled the claimant’s chances of receiving benefits.”). This latter study
however, our own study, which examined the effect of an offer of HLAB representation in first-level unemployment appeals (the same system) in the Boston metropolitan region (the same region) from 2008-10 (two to four years later), found no evidence that the offer had a large effect on the probability of a claimant win. The first puzzle: What explains this discrepancy, and which result is reliable?

The second puzzle: Can it be that assigning a lawyer to represent a juvenile in a delinquency proceeding increases the likelihood that the juvenile will be incarcerated or removed from his home? Such is the purported conclusion in seven of over a dozen observational studies based on case files regarding the effect of counsel in juvenile delinquency proceedings, studies conducted after In re Gault established that a juvenile could not be incarcerated for a significant length of time unless he had been represented by (or waived) counsel. Note that this result persists even after variables such as offense seriousness/type, race, sex, prior involvement in the delinquency system, type of adjudicator, the presence of a prosecutor, and plea entered are included in regression equations.

We believe that the answer to these two puzzles is methodological. The 2006 Boston unemployment study, the seven juvenile delinquency studies, and the other non-randomized studies referenced above all relied on the same "design," namely, a review of case files to determine the success rate for cases with representation versus the success rate for cases without representation. A few of these studies included regressions in an attempt to "control for" certain variables.

Our claim here is that this design cannot at present succeed in this area. More specifically, case-file-based observational studies referenced above generally suffer from three sets of methodological problems: the failure to

---

was careful to note some of the issues we discuss in this Part, include selection effects. Id. at 36-37 (clients may choose attorneys in more difficult cases); id. at 37-38 (noting that the bar may simply be skillful at "rejecting less desirable cases").

200. See Burruss & Kempf-Leonard, supra note 154, at 60; Clarke & Koch, supra note 154, at 300-01; Duffee & Siegel, supra note 154, at 551-52; Feld & Schaefer, supra note 154, at 717; Hayeslip, supra note 154, at 12; Lemert, Legislating Change, supra note 154, at 441-43; Reasons, supra note 154, at 170. The numbers in Aday, supra note 154, at 112-16, would have supported the same conclusion if misinterpreted, but this author understood some of the methodological concerns we discuss in this Article and thus declined to draw a causal link between representation and a less favorable result.

201. See sources cited supra note 170.


203. See Aday, supra note 154, at 112-16; Burruss & Kempf-Leonard, supra note 154, at 60; Clarke & Koch, supra note 154, at 300-01; Hayeslip, supra note 154, at 12.
define an intervention being studied, the failure to account for selection effects (which come in multiple layers), and the failure to follow basic statistical principles to account for uncertainty. Not all observational studies referenced above suffer from all these problems, but all suffer from at least one. None of these problems is technical in the sense of concerning whether to use logistic or probit regression or propensity score balancing, or whether to use interaction or squared terms in regression equations. Instead, each of these problems is fundamental to the nature of the question being asked and to whether a study is viable.204 We contend that the causal claims in these studies are unworthy of credence. We also believe that the failure to address these methodological concerns may cause, and probably has caused in many instances, the following, easy-to-understand consequence: the wrong answer.

In Section II.A, we discuss these three methodological problems endemic to observational studies in this area. We conclude that these problems are so severe as to render intractable any effort to measure the effect of representation via an observational study, at least at present. We suggest further that one cannot at present tell whether the methodological problems have resulted in overstatements or understatements of representation effects. In Section II.B, we demonstrate how a well-run randomized control trial solves each of these concerns. In Section II.C, we briefly review the two previous randomized control trials that measure the effect of representation in civil cases and find that most of the quantitative conclusions of these studies are reliable.

A. Three Methodological Problems

1. Failure To Specify the Intervention: When Is Representation Assigned?

When a study purports to measure the effect of representation, what is it measuring? We do not refer here to potential differences in effectiveness among types of representative, i.e., attorney (legal aid versus privately paid versus pro bono, or specialist in the relevant area of law versus non-specialist) versus law student versus paralegal versus a bankruptcy “petition preparer”205 versus something else. This question is obviously critical, and at least some

---

204. On the critical nature of clarifying the question under consideration in any observational study, see generally D. James Greiner, Causal Inference in Civil Rights Litigation, 122 HARV. L. REV. 533 (2008).

researchers have considered it carefully. Rather, we refer instead to the question of when in the life of a case the representative intervenes and the implications of this question for what data should be examined. For example, the 2006 non-randomized study of Boston area first-level unemployment appeals referenced above examined data only on cases in which an ALJ hearing was held. In doing so, this study followed the practice common in this area of examining only cases that reach some kind of hearing, thus excluding those cases that settle or those that are dismissed for lack of evidence, those dismissed for a failure by one of the parties to follow proper procedures, and those in which one litigant withdraws or fails to appear. This practice makes sense only if legal representation has no effect on a case's probability of reaching the hearing stage, meaning that representation does not change the probability that a litigant defaults or formally withdraws, that a case settles, that it is dismissed, and so forth. If this is not the case, if representation could affect whether a case reaches a hearing, then a researcher who examines only cases that reach hearings will ordinarily have the wrong dataset for the question she wants to address. No amount of statistical modeling can adjust for the wrong dataset. We find implausible the

206. See, e.g., SUBCOMM. ON SOC. SEC., supra note 154; Kritzer, supra note 63, at 23-77, 111-49; Clarke & Koch, supra note 154.

207. On the need to identify sharply the nature of the counterfactual being studied, see Van Ryzin & Lado, supra note 11, at 2564-65.

208. Owens, supra note 75, at 6. We verified this orally. Interview with Kenneth Owens, Dir. of Hearings, Mass. Div. of Unemp't Assistance, in Cambridge, Mass. (June 28, 2010).

209. See, e.g., COURT STUDY GRP., supra note 154; Kritzer, supra note 63, at 23-77, 151-92; Block & Stieber, supra note 154; Clarke & Koch, supra note 154; Cooper, supra note 154, 1160-72; Duffee & Siegel, supra note 154; Fusco et al., supra note 154; Gunn, supra note 154; Hagen, supra note 75; Hayeslip, supra note 154; Hill, supra note 154; Kirp et al., supra note 154, 130-33; Lederman & Hrung, supra note 154; Mosier & Soble, supra note 154; Sarat, supra note 154; Schoenholtz & Jacobs, supra note 154; Zirkel, supra note 154; Zirkel & Breslin, supra note 154; Granberry & Albelda, supra note 154; see also Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21, at 630 ("No author modeling outcomes at the final disposition stage among cases that survive dismissal examines whether estimates are biased by nonrandom selection at earlier stages."); Steadman & Rosenstein, supra note 154, at 1333 (acknowledging the danger in their choice to analyze only cases that did not settle).

210. But see Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21, at 657 ("Another way in which lawyers may help tenants avoid eviction is by impressing on them the importance of attending hearings.").


212. To be clear, it is possible to think of a type of representational intervention that occurs only for cases that reach hearings: lawyer-for-the-day programs are now common in many
assumption that legal representation has no effect on a case’s probability of reaching a hearing, but for most legal settings, the rate at which cases reach hearings could be studied, rendering our beliefs irrelevant.

Consider another set of examples from two disparate legal fields, a 2009 study of the effect of counsel in bankruptcy proceedings and a set of studies in affirmative asylum proceedings. These disparate milieux share an important feature in common, namely, that in both cases the individual (i.e., the potential client) is the one who must initiate and sustain the formal proceedings that constitute the basis for study. In other contexts, including housing eviction cases, the potential client is in a defensive posture, and thus she has “only” to respond to a proceeding someone else initiated. In bankruptcy and affirmative asylum proceedings, researchers attempt to measure the effect of counsel by examining official files of concluded cases, meaning again they look at cases in which the person who has to initiate the relevant proceedings (the potential bankrupt or the immigrant) actually manages to do so. Thus, a file-review-based observational study of a representation effect in these settings makes sense only if there are no substantial barriers to initiating and sustaining a bankruptcy proceeding or filing an asylum application, a proposition we find implausible.

The closest intervention we can imagine for such studies is a legal services provider that offers representation to potential clients who have already

settings, particularly in housing (at least in Massachusetts). In these programs, a stable of lawyers comes to court on the relevant day to offer representation (such as negotiation during a settlement or mediation conference or engaging in a colloquy with the court) on that day only. See Rebecca L. Sandefur & Aaron C. Smyth, Access Across America: First Report of the Civil Justice Infrastructure Mapping Project 11, 31-132 (2011) (defining such programs and documenting their existence or non-existence in each state), available at http://www.americanbarfoundation.org/uploads/cms/documents/access_across_america_first_report_of_the_civil_justice_infrastructure_mapping_project.pdf. But in the studies cited at supra note 209, representation was not provided in this manner.


214. Pardo, supra note 154.

215. See, e.g., Kerwin, supra note 154, at 6.

216. Under § 301(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. § 301(a) (2006), at least in the context of Chapter 7 filings, a would-be bankruptcy petitioner may initiate a proceeding by filing a short petition, a list of creditors, and other accompanying documents; the petitioner must also have attended a credit counseling course. Within fourteen days, however, the petitioner must file a schedule of assets and liabilities and a statement of financial affairs. See Fed. R. Bankr. P. 1007(c). Our thanks to Rafael Pardo for educating us as to these requirements.
initiated bankruptcy or asylum proceedings. Even here, the datasets still do not match this hypothetical intervention.\footnote{217}

The point here is that when conducting an observational study on the effect of counsel, a researcher must identify the nature of the representation that would hypothetically be offered. This principle, now basic in the business of conducting observational studies, does not appear to have been internalized in the effect-of-counsel literature.\footnote{218}

Note that one cannot tell how a failure to specify the nature of studied representation affects results. For the bankruptcy and immigration examples, one might speculate that barriers to filing would suggest that study conclusions understate the effect of making representation available. The theory here is that only those litigants who are articulate, as well as persistent enough to negotiate their way through soul-crushing paperwork, ever initiate the relevant legal proceedings, and that this special group of litigants might need representation less. But legal services programs may themselves have barriers that persons desiring representation must overcome; as discussed in Part I, telephone intake systems might be one such barrier. Meanwhile, with respect to limiting datasets to cases that reach a hearing stage, representation may make it less (not more) likely that clients will attend hearings; legal services providers have argued that they increase judicial efficiency by encouraging litigants with weak cases to settle or give up.\footnote{219} Thus, one cannot tell in advance whether a failure to specify the kind of representation considered induces an understatement or overstatement of a representation effect. Indeed, without identifying the intervention with at least some degree of specificity, it is not clear what is being studied.

\footnote{217} Again, the difficulty is that the data probably include represented cases that were filed only because an attorney aided in the filing process.

\footnote{218} See, e.g., Podolsky & O'Brien, \textit{supra} note 154, tbls.46-47 (cross-tabulating represented versus pro se outcomes in eviction proceedings, but only for tenants who appeared at the hearing (table 46) or for cases that were contested (table 47), both of which are intermediate outcomes that the presence of counsel likely affected); Hayeslip, \textit{supra} note 154, at 13 (including the kind of plea entered in juvenile proceedings in a regression); Lederman & Hrung, \textit{supra} note 154, at 1284 (dropping cases decided by summary judgment from an analysis of time to trial, despite the fact that lawyers probably affect whether the case gets decided on summary judgment); Monsma & Lempert, \textit{supra} note 21, at 646, 657 (including in regressions the percentage of rent paid at the time of a hearing as well as a variable measuring case delay).

\footnote{219} See, e.g., Clark & Reyes, \textit{supra} note 74, at 224 & n.36; Emsellem & Halas, \textit{supra} note 75, at 312.
2. Selection Effects: How Is Representation Assigned?

In the business of measuring how much of a difference some intervention makes, selection effects are the oldest of old news. An example of a well-known selection effect is the fact that areas with greater police presence might have higher probabilities that crimes will be committed.\textsuperscript{220} We do not conclude that greater police presence causes more crime. Instead, we recognize that relevant decisionmakers may direct more police officers to neighborhoods deemed likely to suffer crimes.

As applied to the subject matter of this Article, the concern is that in a case-file-based observational study, the process by which potential clients sort themselves into represented versus unrepresented groups causes the two groups to differ in ways other than representation alone. A greater success rate (whatever “success” means) for the represented thus cannot be attributed to representation (as opposed to these other differences). The term “selection effects” comes from a focus on how litigants are selected (or select themselves) into the represented or unrepresented group.

Perhaps the fact that selection effects are such an old saw is to blame for the fact that few studies in this area take them seriously.\textsuperscript{221} The response to the problem of selection effects in the literature regarding legal representation has essentially been three-fold: (i) ignore them, or what is essentially the same thing, recognize that they are a danger, but assert without elaboration that observed disparities in outcomes are too large to be explained by selection;\textsuperscript{222} (ii) attempt to adjust for them via regression based on variables available in case files;\textsuperscript{223} and/or (iii) argue that nothing else can be done about the problem,

\textsuperscript{220} See, e.g., NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL, UNDERSTANDING CRIME TRENDS 107-08 (2008).

\textsuperscript{221} One notable exception is Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21; these authors are acutely aware of selection effects and attempt to use modeling to remedy them. Thus, our criticism of this and a handful of other studies is that we do not believe modeling, particularly modeling based on variables available from case files, is an effective remedy.

\textsuperscript{222} See, e.g., BD. OF IMMIGRATION APPEALS, supra note 154, at 13. The assertion by the Board of Immigration Appeals that its pro bono representation (as opposed to its case selection) is responsible for more favorable outcomes is breathtaking in light of its explicit recognition that “[g]iven its limited resources and current case screening design, the project selects [for representation] the most meritorious cases on appeal before the Board.” Id. at i; see also Kritzner, supra note 63, at 36 (asserting without elaboration that the observed disparities in outcomes are too large to be explained by selection); Kirp et al., supra note 154, at 67 (same); Popkin, supra note 154, at 1032-33 (same); Schoenholtz & Jacobs, supra note 154, at 744-46 (same); Steadman & Rosenstein, supra note 154, at 1333 (same).

\textsuperscript{223} See, e.g., HAMMITT, supra note 154, at 14-19; Kritzner, supra note 63, at 151-92; WOMEN’S LAW CENTER, supra note 154, at 28-29; Aday, supra note 154; Block & Stieber, supra note 154.
so the choice is between potentially-but-not-certainly wrong quantitative information and no quantitative information.

One of our aims in this Article is to persuade that these responses are inadequate. With respect to the first response, the idea that some differences are too large to be due to selection effects, we offer the contrast between the result of our study, which finds no evidence of a difference in win rates between those offered and those not offered HLAB representation, and the result of the 2006 observational study of first-level unemployment appeals in Boston, which reported differences of nineteen to twenty-four percentage points. As explained in Section II.B, below, randomization renders our results immune from selection effects, while the 2006 study (which included no background variables) is highly subject to them. The third response—premised on the assertion that only bad quantitative information is available—is simply wrong, as our own study and two others using randomization demonstrate.

With respect to the second response, the use of regression (or other quantitative techniques) to “control for” differences in background variables, we discuss in this subsection some of the processes by which a party to a dispute could end up with representation. We suggest that at least three actors may be involved in these processes: the judge, who may appoint counsel; the litigant or potential client, who may seek representation; and the representative, who decides whether to provide representation. Our point here is that decisions by each of these actors induce selection effects that may be, and probably are, so strong as to undermine any attempt to adjust for them via regression or some more advanced method. Case files typically do not include enough of the right variables, such as (per Part I) proxies for effort, energy,

---

224. True, these two research efforts are studying different things, because the no-effect result we quoted above corresponded to offers of representation, while the 2006 study considered only claimants who attended hearings. But that merely restates our point in Section II.A: we do not know what intervention the 2006 study contemplated and thus do not know what question it purported to answer.

225. See, e.g., Stapleton & Teitelbaum, supra note 20, at 53, 185-92 (explaining and checking randomized design); Seron et al., supra note 20, at 423-24 (explaining randomized design).

226. Most of the parties in the studies cited above are low-income, so we focus much of our attention on low-income potential clients.
articulateness, and persistence, to allow any presently available adjustment technique to provide credible results.

   a. Judge-Induced Selection Effects: Outcome-Driven Counsel Appointments?

To what kind of cases do judges appoint counsel? To understand the importance of this question, recall the second of the “puzzles” with which we began Section II.A: about half of the studies examining the effect of counsel in juvenile delinquency proceedings find an association between counsel and greater levels of state restriction (e.g., incarceration, removal from the home) at disposition, meaning less favorable case outcomes. This association persists in regression equations including variables such as offense seriousness/type, race, sex, prior involvement in the delinquency system, type of adjudicator, the presence of a prosecutor, and plea. 227 Despite this persistence, the idea that lawyers cause their juvenile clients substantial legal harm, such that these clients would be better off facing serious criminal charges without counsel, strikes us as implausible. We would be among the last to say that a harmful counsel effect is completely impossible, but at a minimum we are driven to look for an alternative possible explanation.

The alternative explanation probably lies in the way in which cases are selected to receive counsel, which is another way of saying a selection effect: studies showing higher incarceration rates for represented juveniles “strongly suggest[] that the court [is] culling the docket for serious cases likely to receive severe dispositions and then requiring counsel in those cases but not others.” 228 To clarify this statement, recall that In re Gault 229 did not provide a right to counsel for juveniles charged, or even convicted, of serious crimes. Rather, Gault held only that a juvenile must be provided with (or must intelligently waive) counsel if the proceeding might “result in commitment to an institution in which the juvenile’s freedom is curtailed.” 230 Given the aversion to lawyers in juvenile proceedings in some jurisdictions, it seems likely that at least some juvenile judges make an early decision in each case (probably on the basis of the initial reports by police and social workers and other information available early in the proceeding) regarding whether this child likely “needs”

---

227. See supra note 203 and accompanying text.
228. DONALD L. HOROWITZ, THE COURTS AND SOCIAL POLICY 192 (1977); see also Clarke & Koch, supra note 154, at 267 (suggesting the same explanation).
230. Id. at 41.
incarceration, and if so, counsel is appointed. Thus, a researcher retrospectively examining case files in an observational study to measure the effect of counsel will find a “treated” group (those with counsel) fundamentally different from the “control” group (those without) because the ultimate decisionmaker has already assigned counsel to a higher percentage of those likely to be incarcerated.

A researcher might respond that she has “controlled for” a variety of factors, including offense level and prior involvement in the delinquency system, by including these variables in a regression equation, and thus that she has addressed the selection issue. Unfortunately, she has probably not addressed the selection issue (though no one ever knows for sure). The researcher is probably not controlling for the right variables, or enough of the right variables. Juvenile dispositions may turn on a judge’s conclusions regarding a child’s fundamental character, and this conclusion may be based in large part on reports of activities or actions other than the offense alleged or on the child’s official delinquency record. Possible sources of information include personal observation, school officials, arresting officers, or probation officers.231 In short, regression (or some fancier adjustment technique) can only adjust for differences that the researcher sees and measures, and it appears that researchers are not seeing the right variables. Putting aside the juvenile delinquency context, important variables that come to mind are effort, energy, articulateness, and persistence. Without adequate proxies for these variables, no adjustment technique will work well.232

b. Client-Induced Selection Effects, Part I: Only the Strong Want To (and Do) Survive?

What kind of person forms the desire to obtain representation and is also capable of effectuating this desire?233 If this kind of person is different from the kind of person who never forms the desire to be represented (or from the kind of person who would like to obtain representation but cannot), and the

231. See, e.g., Maiman, supra note 154, at 6-7.

232. Some readers may be familiar with a technique called “instrumental variables.” For the reasons discussed in Angrist et al., supra note 25, and Imbens & Rubin, supra note 25, we have little faith in this technique’s capacity to solve the problems we identify above without the adequate variables we think are required. The adjustment techniques we discuss and attempt in “Question 6,” see supra Section I.E, are statistical generalizations of instrumental variables that relax some of the less plausible assumptions of the latter technique.

The difference involved implicates how these persons would fare without counsel, then selection effects will cause observational studies based on review of case files to produce the wrong answer.234

Here, we distinguish two situations: those in which most represented persons in a dataset obtain representation by paying for it, and those in which most represented persons obtain counsel via a legal aid organization or via pro bono counsel. When measuring a counsel effect in a situation in which most or all persons with lawyers pay for representation, the danger of selection effects is straightforward: those who can afford lawyers are different from the less well off in ways that matter. We are not comparing two groups of people who are alike in all ways except for representation. We have no way of knowing how much of an observed improvement (if any) in outcomes between represented and unrepresented groups is due to representation as opposed to differences in income and related variables.

When measuring a counsel effect in a situation in which many persons who obtain representation do so via legal aid, pro bono, student assistance, or some other low- or no-cost235 model, we suspect that those who form the desire to obtain representation will constitute a disproportionately worldly, future-looking, and risk-averse subset of the general population. We made essentially this same point in our discussion above of “Go-Getters” and “Regulars,” so we will not repeat it here. The concept is clear: selection effects (strong ones) may be, and probably are, at work.236 Thus, a simple comparison of outcomes among the represented versus the unrepresented, the “design” used in most effect-of-representation studies, almost certainly is distorted by effects due to differences in the type of person who finds representation, in that those who manage to secure representation would be more likely to win in the absence of representation than those who do not secure representation.

To adjust for (and thereby eliminate) such type-of-person effects, a researcher needs measurements of the characteristics that induce litigants to obtain lawyers and to succeed in adjudicatory settings. That is difficult for traits such as tenacity and ability to communicate. One can try to substitute

234. See Laura K. Abel & Susan Vignola, Economic and Other Benefits Associated with the Provision of Civil Legal Aid, 9 Seattle J. Soc. Just. 139, 156 (2010).
235. We speak here of “low-cost” or “no-cost” in terms of cost to the potential client.
236. See Michael Millemann, Nathalie Gilfrich & Richard Granat, Limited-Service Representation and Access to Justice: An Experiment, 11 Am. J. Fam. L. 1, 5 (1997) (“What distinguished the capable from the incapable pro se litigant . . . was not the difference between a high school or college education. Rather, it was more basic factors: the ability to speak and read English; a basic intelligence level; the absence of emotional and mental disabilities; and some degree of self-motivation, among other qualities.”).
observable and measurable characteristics that might possibly serve as proxies, such as education level, but using such proxies raises two issues: first, how good the proxies are, and second, whether even poor proxies are available to researchers conducting observational studies who primarily depend on case files. On the latter point, only a handful of the studies referred to above collect and use any variables about would-be clients in their datasets, with this deficiency no doubt in part due to the absence of relevant data in case files. In short, we are pessimistic that an observational study can arrive at the right measure of the effect of legal representation without including accurate measurements of strong proxies for the characteristics identified above.

\[c.\] Client-Induced Selection Effects, Part II: Different Circumstances?

The previous Subsection discussed the potential client-induced selection effects stemming from the possibility that individuals who seek and obtain representation may be different from individuals who do not along dimensions that implicate the likelihood of success in a legal system. But selection effects can arise even if individuals who do and do not seek and obtain representation are the same in all relevant ways, or even when some third person or entity (perhaps a repeat player such as a union) decides whether the individual receives representation, because the circumstances of the cases in which representation is obtained may be different from those in which it is not. Perhaps individuals seek and obtain, or organizations provide, representation more often when the likelihood of a loss appears higher, or the consequences of a loss appear larger. If so, then again, an observational study comparing represented cases to unrepresented cases is comparing two sets of cases that are fundamentally different in ways other than the representation, and as a result, the comparison provides little useful information about the effect of representation.

\[237.\] See id. As suggested in our own study, see supra text accompanying note 146, education was not an especially good predictor for whether representation would make a difference.

\[238.\] Of the dozens of studies cited supra note 154, only a handful collected and used any information at all on personal characteristics of the person who was represented or unrepresented. Some of those include Women's Law Ctr., supra note 154; Aday, supra note 154; Block & Stieber, supra note 154; Clarke & Koch, supra note 154; Feld, supra note 154; Hayeslip, supra note 154; Litwin, supra note 154; and finally Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21, who recognize, discuss, and address this issue with great sophistication.

\[239.\] Again, Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21, is an exception on this point.

\[240.\] Id. at 639.
d. Lawyer-Induced Selection Effects: Different Ways of Culling Clients?

What sort of clients do lawyers (or law students or paralegals) choose to represent? The process by which lawyers accept cases almost certainly produces selection effects.

As was true in the previous subsections concerning client-induced selection effects, it is useful here to distinguish two situations, those in which most represented persons in a dataset obtain representation by paying for it, and those in which most represented persons obtain counsel via a legal aid organization or via pro bono counsel. First, the paid attorney context: here, we focus on situations in which the attorney’s compensation includes a contingent fee arrangement, or a transaction fee arrangement, or a cap on the total amount payable. With such payment mechanisms in place, particularly in contingent fee arrangements, lawyers have an incentive to search for and accept cases carrying a high probability of a favorable outcome but requiring a minimum amount of work.241 Thus, one might suspect paid lawyers to choose the strongest cases, using information from, e.g., client interviews and available documents to attempt to find the strong cases. Such information is typically not available to a researcher, and thus cannot be “adjusted for” via regression or some other method. If this is correct, then represented cases would have stronger underlying facts and/or law than unrepresented ones. Accordingly, the process by which paid attorneys select cases probably renders represented cases unlike unrepresented cases in a way relevant to the outcome.242

Now consider the situation in which most represented persons in a dataset are receiving legal assistance from low- or no-cost service providers, such as a legal aid entity or a student-based group. As noted above, most such providers are oversubscribed,4 so they must have some case selection mechanism. There are several possible mechanisms. In one, discussed by Monsma and Lempert,44 the provider searches for cases in which (it believes) it will make a difference. As Monsma and Lempert note, this mechanism, if successful (and there are questions as to whether providers can in fact choose the cases in which they will make a difference)245 can induce what they label a “curvilinear”

241. If counsel’s payment is by the hour, this incentive structure may reverse.
242. See, e.g., Mashaw, supra note 57, at 18; Sternlight, supra note 21, at 389.
243. See supra note 8 and accompanying text.
244. Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21, at 639.
245. Monsma and Lempert report, for example, that a legal aid organization focused more of its resources in a housing/eviction practice on cases in which the tenant was being evicted for alleged misconduct, as opposed to for non-payment of rent, but that the organization’s representation appeared to have no effect (or a negative effect) in misconduct proceedings.
relationship: the provider attempts to turn down cases that will fail or succeed regardless of its intervention and accept only cases in which representation will turn a less favorable outcome into a more favorable one.246 Other service providers may intentionally seek the most meritorious cases, at least in some settings. In one example, a court-based program cited “limited resources” to justify its attempt to “select[] the most meritorious cases”247 for representation, a statement we find breathtakingly ironic. Once again, all these efforts to base the choice of which cases will receive offers of representation on anticipated outcomes will undermine an observational study based on case files because the represented cases, by design, differ from the unrepresented in ways other than the representation. This can be avoided only if the researcher has access to variables encapsulating the information service providers use to make their representation decisions, and such variables are typically not available from case files.

e. Selection Effects: Are Plausible Guesses Possible?

Suppose, as we believe, some or all the mechanisms identified above are present in an effect-of-counsel observational study. Suppose further that at least in a study based on case files, the variables needed to address the resulting selection effects (particularly measurements of characteristics of the potential client) are rarely available. Can we at least say with confidence whether the selection effects are likely to cause an over- or understatement of a representation effect? In our view, broad statements in this area (e.g., “the benefits lawyers provide are typically overstated” or “estimates of the differences lawyers make are usually understatements”) are at present impossible. Some of the selection mechanisms described in the previous paragraphs might be expected to induce an overstatement of how much of a difference representation makes; some might be expected to induce an understatement.

3. Accounting for Uncertainty

There is little point in quantitative comparisons of results of cases with and without representation (even in a randomized study) unless the comparison

---

246. Monsma & Lempert, supra note 21, at 639.
247. Bd. of Immigration Appeals, supra note 154, at 1.
includes an honest assessment of uncertainty or, equivalently, a measurement of statistical significance. This point is so obvious that we will not belabor it, except to note that roughly half of the studies we found purporting to provide a quantitative assessment of the effect of representation reported one or more results (usually all of them) without calculating a measure of statistical significance.\footnote{248}

One key unappreciated point here is missing data. Almost every study ever attempted has some missing data, and unless the amount of missing data is truly de minimis (as in our study), it should be handled via what are by now standard statistical techniques\footnote{249} to reflect the additional uncertainty missing data induces (techniques we used despite the small amount of missing data in our study).

We emphasize that more is at stake than statistical fastidiousness. Honest estimates of uncertainty matter; they are all that allows quantitative analysts to distinguish true patterns from random chance. Honest accounting for uncertainty due to missing data is part of this effort.

\textbf{B. How Well-Run Randomized Experiments Solve These Problems}

Section II.A discussed several methodological problems, at least one of which (and usually more than one of which) affected the credibility of each of the observational studies previously identified, particularly those based solely on case records. Briefly, these problems fell into three categories: (i) a failure to specify the nature of the representation/intervention contemplated in the study; (ii) a failure to account for selection effects of various types; and (iii) a failure to account honestly for statistical uncertainty. In this Section, we briefly discuss how a randomized control trial addresses the first two of these issues; the third is a matter of applying proper statistical technique.

\footnote{248. E.g., \textit{BD. OF IMMIGRATION APPEALS}, \textit{supra} note 154; \textit{COURT STUDY GRP.}, \textit{supra} note 154; \textit{Kritzer}, \textit{supra} note 64, at 79-110, 151-92; \textit{Lemert, Social Action}, \textit{supra} note 154; ROLPH \textit{et al.}, \textit{supra} note 154; Clarke & Koch, \textit{supra} note 154; Cooper, \textit{supra} note 154; Ferster \textit{et al.}, \textit{supra} note 154; Fusco \textit{et al.}, \textit{supra} note 154; Gunn, \textit{supra} note 154; Handler, \textit{supra} note 154; Hannaford-Agor & Mott, \textit{supra} note 154; Hill, \textit{supra} note 154; Kerwin, \textit{supra} note 154; Kuck, \textit{supra} note 154; Lemert, \textit{Legislating Change}, \textit{supra} note 154; McMullen & Oswald, \textit{supra} note 154; Mosier & Soble, \textit{supra} note 154; Murphy, \textit{supra} note 154; Reasons, \textit{supra} note 154; Steadman & Rosenstein, \textit{supra} note 154; Yngvesson & Hennessey, \textit{supra} note 154; Hammer \& Hartley, \textit{supra} note 154; Note, \textit{Legal Services and Landlord-Tenant Litigation}, \textit{supra} note 154; \textit{Note, Representation in Child-Neglect Cases}, \textit{supra} note 154; Granberry & Albelda, \textit{supra} note 154; Hall, \textit{supra} note 154; Maiman, \textit{supra} note 154; Steiner, \textit{supra} note 154.}

\footnote{249. See, e.g., RODERICK J. A. LITTLE & DONALD B. RUBIN, \textit{STATISTICAL ANALYSIS WITH MISSING DATA} (2d ed. 2002); J. L. SCHAFER, \textit{ANALYSIS OF INCOMPLETE MULTIVARIATE DATA} (1997).}
First, with respect to the need to specify the nature of the contemplated intervention, because randomized control trials are forward-looking, a researcher knows exactly what intervention will be made for both the treated and control groups. In the HLAB study, the interventions were an offer of HLAB representation (treated) versus provision of names and telephone numbers of alternative legal services providers (control). And the researcher will know exactly when in the course of a case the intervention will be made. Here, the relevant moment was between the initial ruling by a claims adjuster and a hearing before an ALJ.

Second, as to the population being studied, the randomization destroys selection effects. Up to random variation, the set of persons offered representation is identical to the set of persons not offered representation. Because selection to an offer of representation is random, selection cannot be related to case outcomes. Note that as clarified above, even in a randomized study, the set of represented claimants is not identical (even within random variation) to the set of unrepresented claimants, so statements about the effect of actual use of representation itself require greater caution.

We close this Part by stating that the considerations discussed here lead us to credit the two previous randomized studies of which we are aware that measure the effect of legal representation in civil proceedings in the United States.\textsuperscript{250} The randomized control trial format compelled both sets of researchers to specify the nature and timing of the intervention being studied. In one study, the offer of representation was made to juveniles who had had delinquency petitions filed against them but who had not yet had their first scheduled court date;\textsuperscript{251} in the other, offers were made to defendant/tenants responding to nonpayment of rent eviction proceedings as they waited in line before court appearances outside the court clerk's office.\textsuperscript{252} The specification of the timing of the offer clarifies the critical issue of whether the study involved a potentially distinct subpopulation, and thus how generalizable it is. For example, the Seron et al. housing study concerned only tenants with the organizational skills, motivation, and perhaps confidence in the system and in the facts of their cases to attend the first calls at housing court in response to eviction proceedings. And of course, the randomization in both studies destroyed possible selection effects.

\textsuperscript{250} Stapleton & Teitelbaum, \textit{supra} note 20; Seron et al., \textit{supra} note 20. To be completely clear, we are not certain that we credit the instrumental variables results presented in Seron et al., \textit{supra} note 20, at 428-29, for the reasons discussed in Angrist et al., \textit{supra} note 25. Nevertheless, the other results in this study are powerful enough.

\textsuperscript{251} Stapleton & Teitelbaum, \textit{supra} note 20, at 53-56.

\textsuperscript{252} Seron et al., \textit{supra} note 20, at 423.
In terms of findings, however, the substantive results of these studies are mixed. The juvenile delinquency study was actually two separate randomized trials that took place in cities the authors code-named “Gotham” and “Zenith.” In Gotham, offering legal counsel had no discernible effect on case outcomes; in Zenith, juveniles offered study lawyers were found delinquent in 40% of cases, while 56% of those not offered study lawyers were found delinquent, a difference the authors found statistically significant. The housing study concluded that an offer of counsel caused a case to take about a month longer to adjudicate, but that tenants offered lawyers defaulted less often, suffered fewer adverse judgments and warrants for eviction, and obtained more orders requiring repairs and rent abatement. The authors reported that these results were statistically significant.

Thus, these studies have mixed results in terms of whether counsel makes a difference. If put together with the results of our own study, which found no evidence that an offer of representation had a large effect on the outcome but did find that an offer of representation caused a potentially harmful delay, these studies suggest that we cannot as yet make reliable generalizations about the circumstances under which representation makes a positive difference.

III. WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

If some nontrivial portion of our discussion in Part II is correct, then we currently have astonishingly little credible, quantitative information about the effect of representation (offers or actual use) in civil proceedings, and at present, such information can only be obtained via randomized trials. We therefore dedicate this final Part to beginning a conversation on the following two questions: what are the limits of randomized trials, and how can we structure them so as to maximize the information they produce?

A. The Limits of Randomized Studies

As is true of most methods designed to accumulate knowledge, randomized experiments have limits and drawbacks. In our view, there are three that are particularly important: an inability to evaluate the effects of systemic change,

253. STAPLETON & TEITELBAUM, supra note 20, at 51-52.
254. The authors found no statistically significant differences in number of court appearances, number of motions filed, and number of post-judgment motions filed. Seron et al., supra note 20, at 427.
operational and ethical challenges in the field operation, and the objections of some legal services providers to engaging in randomized studies.

1. Systemic Change

By far the most important limit of any sort of case-by-case quantitative evaluation, including a randomized one, is that it cannot measure the effect of lawyer efforts aimed at systemic change. Case-by-case quantitative evaluations operate and evaluate within systems, not across system structures, and thus they can provide little information about efforts to change the overall system as a whole. Case-by-case quantitative studies can provide information on whether a system as presently constituted is pro se accessible; they can provide less information on how the system came to be pro se accessible (if in fact it is), or what would be required to improve an inaccessible system. In the context of the Massachusetts DUA's first-level appeals system, for example, if it is the case that if the system is pro se accessible (the second of our three explanations articulated in response to Question 8, supra), it may be that this is so because legal services providers and lawyers more generally worked to make it so.

To illustrate this point, one of the seventy-eight cases randomized to an offer of HLAB representation (an offer the potential client accepted) resulted in a systemic change applicable to certain employees who obtain, and then lose, part-time work. Our study, which was necessarily limited to outcomes such

---

255. By “case-by-case evaluations,” we mean analyses in which the study unit is an individual legal matter. Thus, all of the studies identified supra note 154 have this limit.

256. Structural change need not always come from class action lawsuits or test cases. See Gary Bellow, Steady Work: A Practitioner’s Reflections on Political Lawyering, 31 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 297, 300 (1996) (“In other situations, we pursued aggregate results by filing large numbers of individual cases.”).

257. The particular fact situation was as follows: the employee was receiving full unemployment benefits; the employee obtained a part-time job, causing the DUA to reduce unemployment benefits to reflect a portion of the new income from the part-time job; the part-time job was seasonal, meaning it had a definite and firm end date, so in no event would the reduction due to the part-time job have applied beyond this definite and firm end date; the employee lost the part-time job through her own fault; and the DUA continued to apply a reduction in benefits due to the now-defunct part-time job, the idea being to disincentivize applicants from losing part-time employment through fault. Prior to the HLAB case, the DUA’s regulations applied the continued reduction in benefits due to the now-defunct part-time job indefinitely. But after HLAB appealed a client’s case through the administrative proceeding and filed a district court action, the agency agreed to revise its regulations so as to apply the reduction due to the now-defunct part-time employment only through that job’s definite and firm end date. E-mail from Aaron Dulles, Student-Attorney, Harvard
as win/loss and time could not detect whether any of the cases randomized to the no-HLAB-offer group resulted in structural change. Even if we had been able to detect such outcomes, their impact would have been difficult to measure quantitatively without detailed information about the number of cases subject to the systemic changes involved.

Despite this acknowledged limit, a series of randomized evaluations should allow sharper focus on the question of whether, if structural change is the primary goal, that goal can be more economically achieved via targeted representation of test cases without an overarching program of services in a particular legal area, particularly if the overarching program provides little benefit to (or inflicts a harm on) the individual potential client.258

2. Fielding Studies

A second set of drawbacks of randomized trials consists of operational issues, including the time needed to effectuate them and ethical limits that arise in certain settings. As those involved in drug development are aware, randomized trials take time and require complex field operations to maintain. And ethically speaking, randomized experiments are not feasible in all settings. Our active but ultimately unsuccessful attempt to pursue a study in the area of affirmative asylum applications259 provides an object lesson. Despite a service provider's desire to engage in a randomized evaluation of its affirmative asylum practice, we discovered that intake for each potential case took approximately one day of attorney time. Thus, increasing (say, doubling) the number of cases as to which intake was accomplished, so that half could be randomized to an offer of representation and half randomized to no offer, was prohibitively expensive without a large grant. Perhaps even more importantly, we faced difficulties in constructing a system to collect outcome information for study subjects randomized not to receive an offer of representation. Consider that an outcome of considerable interest in this kind of study would be whether study subjects ever file asylum applications. For obvious reasons, some potential

Legal Aid Bureau, to Tom Feriss, Dir. of Comm’cns, Harvard Legal Aid Bureau (Mar. 24, 2011, 12:15 PM EST) (on file with authors).

258. By asking this question, we do not mean to imply that a handful of test cases are sufficient to induce structural change that sticks. Our sense is that structural change may require test cases, followed by changes in law and/or system design, followed by careful watchdogging (perhaps in the form of case-by-case representation) to make changes last.

259. The provider’s “affirmative asylum application” practice focused on assessing whether persons already in the United States should file applications for asylum from immigration authorities, and if they should, on assisting these persons through the process.
study subjects were undocumented and thus did not have valid social security numbers, so our only option to find out whether study subjects filed asylum applications was to provide immigration authorities with names, birthdays, and (potentially) addresses. But providing this information to immigration authorities might potentially have exposed study subjects to deportation proceedings.

3. Provider Objections

The third drawback of randomized studies is the reluctance of some legal services providers to engage in them. We begin with this question: other than self-protectiveness,260 and fear of overgeneralization of unfavorable results by political enemies of legal services,261 what other concerns have legal services providers articulated in reaction (or resistance) to randomized evaluation? In pursuing our research, we have heard several reactions. One is that randomizing potential clients is “heartless.” When we have probed this reaction, we have found that the perception of heartlessness comes from the fact that the randomized study forces the provider to perceive that it is turning potential clients away due to limited resources, a fact of life that has little to do with the randomized study. Previously, providers could “know” the fact of oversubscription but limit their perception of it by, for example, turning away potential clients upon receiving an initial telephone call.262 The randomized

260. See Gary Bellow, Management of Legal Services: Legal Aid in the United States, 14 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 337, 343 (1980) (using this term). “No professional group easily supports research which may cast a shadow over its fundamental beliefs and practices.” STAPLETON & TETELBAUM, supra note 20, at xii; see also Richard D. Schwartz, Foreword to W. VAUGHAN, COUNSEL IN AMERICAN JUVENILE COURTS, at xii (1972) (referring to judges who resisted a randomized study of the effect of representation in juvenile delinquency proceedings); Van Ryzin & Lado, supra note 11, at 2553 (referring to the “historical distrust of evaluation among many legal services providers”).

261. But see Richard Zorza, Avoiding the “Shut Down Effect” from Uncertain Research Results, CONCURRING OPINIONS (Mar. 28, 2011, 5:25 PM), http://www.concurringopinions.com/archives/2011/03/avoiding-the-shut-down-effect-from-uncertain-research-results.html (“Lurking behind much of the debate in this symposium is anxiety that negative findings about access to justice services will strengthen and facilitate attempts to reduce resources for access to justice services. While it would be impossible to rebut the claim that this might happen, that cannot be an argument against conducting or reporting research. On the contrary, it has to be an argument for more and better research.”).

262. “Some, perhaps many programs, manage the disconnect between the huge area of demand and the relatively scarce resources by establishing highly limited times for intake in priority areas.” Richard Zorza, Access to Justice: The Emerging Consensus and Some Implications, 94 JUDICATURE 156, 165 (2011).
evaluation requires more interaction with a caller before full representation is not offered. As one of the providers with whom we work put it, “We can see the blood now.”

A second, less emotional reaction is as follows: the premise of our HLAB unemployment study was that once a set of eligible potential clients had been identified, HLAB ceded to a randomizer control over which among the eligible set would receive an offer of representation. One might object, however, that this design cannot capture the effect of representation because one of the tasks attorneys, particularly legal aid attorneys, perform is to pick out which cases will have their outcomes changed as a result of representation, and the randomizer prevents them from exercising their judgment in this manner. We confess to a degree of skepticism regarding this claim unless a provider invests substantial resources in case identification and evaluation prior to making a representation decision. But our skepticism is irrelevant because the premise that lawyers can discern who will benefit from representation is empirically testable via a double randomization scheme, as follows. Once determined to be eligible for a provider’s representation, the potential client is randomized to either a “lawyer-chooses” group or a “randomizer-chooses” group. If the randomization is to the “lawyer-chooses” group, then, obviously, the service provider exercises its judgment regarding whether the potential client “needs” representation in the sense that it believes the outcome in her case would be different (better) if representation is provided. If the randomization is to the “randomizer-chooses” group, then a second round of randomization decides whether the potential client is represented. Comparison of the success rates between the “lawyer-chooses” and the “randomizer-chooses” groups allows measurement of the lawyer’s ability to isolate cases that need representation. We are actively pursuing a study with this design.

A third objection to gold-standard evaluation, related but distinct to that just discussed, is that the randomization prevents the provider from exercising judgment, not on whether representation is likely to alter the outcome, but rather on the consequences of a win/loss. A housing example may clarify: a

263. Statement from Julie McCormack, Clinical Instructor, Wilmer Hale Legal Servs. Ctr. (late 2008). This quotation was subsequently verified by the speaker. E-mail from Julie McCormack to D. James Greiner (July 19, 2011, 8:35 AM EST) (on file with authors).

264. A related objection we have heard is that randomization requires a legal services provider to represent any and all persons requesting representation, regardless of the merits of case. This objection is simply wrong. Randomization is consistent with screening cases on any grounds, including merit, so long as the screening is done prior to randomization, and the screens applied leave a sufficient number of cases for study (that is, a number larger than what the service provider intends to represent).
randomizer might not allow a provider to select a tenant with three children over a tenant with none. The consequences of a favorable versus an unfavorable result may factor into a rational system of case selection once the effect (on the probability of a favorable result) of representation is well understood. But, per Parts I and II, that effect is not presently well understood. And the premise of an argument regarding consequences is that the provider’s program as presently constituted increases the probability of a favorable result by a nontrivial amount. The results of the HLAB study, and the literature review we conducted in Part II, suggest that this premise deserves evaluation, particularly with respect to providers with intake systems that depend on client initiation and telephone communication.

A fourth objection to any quantitative case-by-case study, including a randomized one, is that it may be difficult in the litigation setting to define what constitutes a favorable outcome in each case (even putting aside the question of value identification discussed above). We note that this objection applies equally to nonrandomized attempts to quantify the effect of representation. All the issues discussed in this Part depend on context, but perhaps this one more so than the rest. There is probably a continuum of legal contexts in terms of difficulty of defining “success.” We begin with the easy settings: in the context of government benefits, ordinarily the client/claimant wants the benefits, and wants them to begin sooner rather than later. The same is true of certain types of legal status (e.g., obtaining asylum, achieving a discharge in bankruptcy, maintaining parenthood). Tax cases are the same in reverse, that is, the client usually wants to minimize tax exposure. Thus, with respect to an enormous range of representation activity, a favorable outcome is easy to define.

Perhaps in the medium range of difficulty is housing/eviction. Here, one challenge may lie in determining exactly what the client wants, and the client’s goals may change as a result of representation. Our conversations with housing litigators suggest, however, that in many cases a tenant or an eviction defendant has at least two measurable goals: (i) avoiding eviction, particularly a court-ordered eviction in the form of a writ of execution (the moniker in Massachusetts for an order empowering an official to remove the defendant and her possessions from a housing unit forcibly), and (ii) minimizing the amount of money the defendant pays to a landlord or unit owner. These may not be a housing client’s only goals, and they may not be primary in all cases, and measurement of attainment of these goals may be complicated by the fact that clients may trade them against one another in different ways. But our

265. See supra note 154.
sense is that these two goals, both measurable, rank high enough in a sufficient number of clients' internal priority lists to allow meaningful quantitative evaluation.

Finally, perhaps the highest degree of difficulty in defining desirable outcomes is represented by the area of divorce and child custody. Even here, however, one study, after a thorough examination of the difficulties involved in defining a favorable outcome in the context of domestic litigation, measured success in terms of maintenance awards and the time needed to achieve a divorce.266 In addition, even if one cannot define “success” in all contexts, it is worth knowing whether litigants with representation end up with different outcomes than do the unrepresented, because of (not in spite of) potentially different value judgments about which outcomes would be better or worse.

A final objection to randomized evaluation among legal services providers is unique to law school clinics: the randomizer prevents a judgment as to the pedagogical value of a case. If pedagogy is the rationale, however, our view is that one must think carefully about whether facts such as no evidence of a substantial increase in the win probability and some harm (from delay, for example), if true, should be disclosed to the potential client before he or she agrees to be represented.267 And such facts cannot be disclosed if they are not known.

B. Maximizing Information

How much can randomized trials tell us regarding the effect of offers and actual use of representation? If we structure them well, randomized studies can tell us a great deal, and a great deal more than we have demonstrated in the present study. We discuss three groups of subjects that can be investigated with such designs: nonpecuniary client interests; service provider outreach, intake, and client-selection systems; and the accessibility and correctness of adjudicatory systems.

266. McMullen & Oswald, supra note 154, at 67-69.

267. One other objection deserves mention, one that we did not hear from legal service providers: perhaps providers need to choose their clients in order to obtain the mental state of dedication and belief in the rightness of their clients’ cases necessary to litigate well. If so, then this is something the double randomization scheme described below will show, although it will be difficult to distinguish whether the greater win probability in the “lawyer-chooses” group is due to this “psyching up” effect or due to a lawyer’s ability to choose cases in which win/loss will be affected by representation.
1. Nonpecuniary Interests

The present study primarily concerned representation effects on legal outcomes affecting the potential client's pecuniary interests (e.g., the probability of a win and the delay costs for claimants erroneously denied benefits) as well as costs borne by the system itself (e.g., the delay costs for claimants erroneously granted benefits). But representation in adjudicatory settings may serve other values; to what extent are effects on these other values measurable with a randomized experiment? The answer is that to a great extent, such effects are measurable.

We begin by identifying some of these other values. One value of representation might be in making adjudicatory systems run more smoothly (e.g., efficient case management). Indeed, some adjudicators have expressed a preference for represented as opposed to pro se litigants, contending that cases and hearings with the former group move more quickly and with less hassle. If so, then representation effects should be measurable via randomized studies that focus on the length, frequency, and characteristics of cases and hearings.

Representation may also promote nonpecuniary values that focus less on the adjudicatory system and more on the client. In this vein, representation may assure that each person subject to official decisionmaking and/or state coercive power is treated with dignity; it may promote a feeling on the part of the litigant that the process was fair and that her story was told, thereby increasing the litigant's willingness to accept the result of the adjudication (favorable or unfavorable). It may educate the client as to her best interests or as to what is possible given legal and factual constraints, thereby adjusting the client's goals; and it may better the client's socioeconomic situation, even if

---

268. Our focus here is on the effect of representation in civil adjudications. Nevertheless, we believe that a randomized design can also inform nonadjudicative settings in similar ways. One might, for example, study the effect of credit and/or debt service advice on credit ratings, Pleasence, supra note 28, at 18-19, or the effect of end-of-life counseling on whether, after a certain period of time, a potential client has a valid will.


270. See, e.g., DEBORAH L. RHODE, ACCESS TO JUSTICE 9 (2004).

271. Psychologist Tom Tyler has written extensively on the factors that affect, and the importance of, perceived fairness in official (including adjudicatory) systems. See, e.g., Tom R. Tyler, The Role of Perceived Injustice in Defendants’ Evaluations of Their Courtroom Experience, 18 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 51 (1984); see also Nourit Zimerman & Tom R. Tyler, Between Access to Counsel and Access to Justice: A Psychological Perspective, 37 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 473, 493-502 (2010) (collecting research and reporting the results of an independent analysis based on an observational study).
the legal outcome is the same, perhaps because the legal representative also acts as a coordinator of official and community resources (e.g., as a social worker).

Apart from the dignity value, which we cannot immediately see how to measure, we believe randomized trials can provide useful information on all these subjects. We propose the following: with respect to values that depend on a potential client's perception, ask the potential client. Satisfaction and perception surveys are a mainstay of research outside the law, including in the medical arena. At present, we are actively pursuing a study that would survey potential client's perceptions of an adjudicatory process after hearings (if held) have occurred but before results have been announced. Our hope is that by asking clients to, say, score their perceptions of the fairness of the adjudicatory process on some scale, we can compare the perceptions of a treated group to a control group to determine the effect of an offer or actual use of representation on participant perceptions of the process. And pecuniary interests not directly connected to legal outcomes can also be measured with potential client interviews; such measurements may require tricky and long-term field operations, but they are possible.

2. Outreach, Intake, and Client Choice

Randomized designs can help to test the adequacy and efficiency of legal services programs' outreach, intake, and client-selection systems. As discussed in the response to Question 8, an important potential explanation for our HLAB findings is that the client base that HLAB's outreach and intake systems produced might not have needed the help. This result demonstrates the potential for randomized designs. Similarly, the double randomization scheme discussed in the previous Subsection would allow a rigorous evaluation of whether the outreach and intake schemes are producing a client base that actually needs representation, and whether a service provider is choosing those clients who will benefit from it.

272. See, e.g., McMullen & Oswald, supra note 154, at 82. There may be reason to think that asking the potential clients could reveal surprising results. John M. Greacen, Self Represented Litigants and Court and Legal Services Responses to Their Needs: What We Know, CAL. ADMIN. OFF. OF THE CTS. 20 (2002), http://www.courts.ca.gov/xbcr/partners/SRLwhatweknow.pdf (last visited Apr. 3, 2012) (“The Van Nuys Legal Self Help Center evaluation concluded that litigants who had received Center services, who then lost their unlawful detainer cases, were more likely to perceive that they had not been prepared than litigants who had not visited the Center. In other words, visiting the Center appears to have increased a litigant's expectations of his or her own ability to perform in court.” (citation omitted)).
3. System Accessibility and Accuracy

Third, randomized trials measuring the effect of representation can provide a valuable device to assess both the accessibility of an adjudicatory system and the system’s accuracy. For both accessibility and accuracy, the randomized design can provide a baseline against which to measure system characteristics. Consider accessibility: one might define a system as pro-se-accessible if the outcomes of each adjudication in the system are the same regardless of whether a would-be litigant engages in a full attorney-client relationship with a competent attorney or appears pro se. If so, then one way to measure how well a system performs against this goal is via a randomized trial in which some litigants are offered full representation by competent attorneys and others are instead encouraged to use whatever resources the adjudicatory system provides to pro se litigants. Similarly, consider the “rightness” of results, i.e., the adjudicatory system’s accuracy. One problem is in discerning how to measure system accuracy without duplicating the entire system, an expensive proposition. One might decide that a reasonable proxy for the “right” outcome is the outcome reached in a proceeding in which the potential client is (or perhaps both sides are) represented by competent counsel. The randomized design just discussed would thus provide information on system accuracy as well.

If interest is in measuring either pro se accessibility or system accuracy, then a randomization scheme different from the single-provider-centered framework we employed in the present study might be preferable. As we have stated, an important limit of the HLAB study was that it concerned only those potential clients who contacted HLAB and made it through its intake system; although this was the correct set of persons to study to evaluate HLAB’s program, there is reason to believe that this group of claimants may have been a distinct subset of those who participate in the Massachusetts DUA’s first-level appeals system. To the extent that primary interest lies in the accessibility or accuracy of an adjudicatory system, however, a different design might be preferable, as follows. If one or more service providers are willing, and a sufficiently large set of litigants in an adjudicatory system are pro se, and

273. If the criminal context is any guide, attorney competence (and resourcing) will be a concern. See Mark C. Brown, Comment, Establishing Rights Without Remedies? Achieving an Effective Civil Gideon by Avoiding a Civil Strickland, 150 U. Pa. L. Rev. 893 (2011).
274. See Engler, supra note 6, at 197. The definition is not perfect; under it, for example, a system might be considered pro-se-accessible if all claimants lose. We suggest that in this case, however, the system has issues larger than pro se accessibility.
275. See text accompanying supra notes 149-150.
if contact information for members of this set is available shortly after they enter the system, then the group of pro se litigants can be randomized to either (i) an attempt to contact them to offer representation versus (ii) no such attempt. The benefit here is that the set of study participants subject to randomization is now broader than those who contacted a particular provider. The randomization determines whether a service provider “chases” the potential client, rather than whether representation is offered to a potential client who has already “chased” the service provider. This in turn allows inference to focus less on an evaluation of one provider’s practice and more on the system as a whole. Seron and her coauthors did something of this nature, taking advantage of a system-induced gathering of potential clients in one location to obtain partial information about system accessibility.71 One of the two housing studies in which we are participating has aspects of this design, and we have begun brainstorming about a study of this nature in the area of bankruptcy, where pro se petitioners are required to provide (hopefully valid) telephone numbers upon filing. We acknowledge that this design will not assess all aspects of the accessibility of the system, because only those who make it into the system will be subject to randomization.72 There could be other challenges, such as the rate at which those randomized to treatment accept the offer of representation. Nevertheless, limited but credible information is useful.

CONCLUSION

Until 2002, doctors routinely prescribed hormone replacement therapy (HRT) to healthy post-menopausal women as a protective measure, particularly to combat the potential for development of osteoporosis.278 In 2002, however, a large-scale randomized trial revealed that a certain kind of commonly used HRT increased the incidence of coronary heart disease, breast cancer, and stroke, while simultaneously decreasing the incidence of colorectal cancer and hip fractures.279 In terms of large-scale use, the hazards of HRT for healthy women with uteruses appeared to outweigh the benefits.280 More

276. Seron et al., supra note 20.
277. See supra notes 214–216 and accompanying text.
280. Mayo Clinic Staff, supra note 278.
generally, the medical community has largely embraced the idea that to produce information and knowledge required to address the needs of its client base, it must make extensive use of the randomized trial.281 Implicit in this extensive use is a judgment in the medical community that quantitative observational studies and qualitative day-to-day observations, while perhaps valuable in some situations, do not provide information sufficient to structure service delivery to clients. The dearth of randomized studies assessing the impact of outreach, intake, client selection, extent of service delivery (limited intervention versus full representation), nature of service delivery (non-attorney versus law student versus pro bono lawyer versus professional legal services staff attorney), and payment mechanisms, i.e., essentially all aspects of delivering legal assistance, suggests that we in law have thus far made a different judgment. The present study suggests that our judgment may be wrong.

We in the legal research community have particularly underappreciated and neglected to study the importance of service provider outreach, intake, and client selection systems. In almost any adjudicatory system it is probably the case that there will be some potential clients who will “lose,” or will realize outcomes that are unfavorable, even if they are represented. In many adjudicatory systems, it also seems likely that there will be some potential clients who will “win,” or who will realize outcomes that are favorable, even if they self-represent. And then there are cases in which some form of representation will make the difference between an unfavorable and a favorable outcome. The HLAB study provides reason to believe that outreach and intake systems may have a role in determining what mix of these hopeless, sure-win, or representation-makes-a-difference cases282 a service provider will see, and the mix of cases a service provider sees will affect how much of a difference the provider’s services make.

Despite the best and continuing efforts of the civil Gideon and access to justice movements, and the need for greater funding for legal services provision, it may be time to face the fact that there will never be enough funding to provide a full attorney-client relationship with a competent lawyer to all low-income persons interacting with, or contemplating interaction with, the legal system. This is probably true even in areas of so-called “basic human

281. See Abramowicz et al., supra note 4, at 931 n.3 (collecting references on the development and use of randomized trials in medicine).

282. A fourth class of cases is possible: those in which a potential client will win if she proceeds pro se but will lose if she is represented. Such cases might be possible, for example, in adjudicatory systems in which a decisionmaker will proceed in an inquisitorial style if a litigant is pro se but will rely on a lawyer (and thus become passive) if one is present.
needs." If these assertions turn out to approximate the truth, then triaging of legal services is unavoidable. We must learn to triage well. In an era of declining resources, and with respect to practices that focus at least in part on achieving outcomes for individuals (as opposed to those that focus exclusively on structural improvements), we should consider what we do not know, and that randomization provides a way to fill in canyons in our knowledge base.

**APPENDIX: “POWER CALCULATIONS”**

The primary result we report here is that there was no evidence that an offer of HLAB representation produced a statistically significant increase in the probability that an unemployment benefits claimant would prevail; any increase in the true probability of a victory due to the HLAB offer was unlikely to have been large, or our study would probably have detected it. The questions become: how “unlikely,” and how “large,” and what exactly is “probably”? Quantitative analysts tend to group questions of this sort under the label “power calculations.” Note that all of these questions are related. The larger the true increase in win probability due to an HLAB offer, the less likely it is that our study would have missed it.

Although we conducted a variety of analyses on these questions, we report two results here that capture the range of what we saw. First, the “Separate Regressions” technique shown in Figure 2 and briefly explained in the accompanying text and notes produced a 95% interval for the HLAB offer effect of (-0.06, 0.09). The way to interpret this interval is that according to this

---


284. Actually, the use of the term “power calculation” is wrong here, and it would also be wrong to use traditional power calculation methods to address the questions articulated above. See Piantadosi, supra note 25, at 175 (“Post hoc Power Calculations Are not Helpful.”). The reason is that our study is over, meaning we have data. Power calculations concern the ex ante probability that a statistical technique will conclude that an intervention (here, an offer of representation) produces no statistically significant effect when the true effect is of size X. Notice that in this statement, there was no reference to data; that is because, again, power calculations are ex ante, meaning that they are made before data has been collected. Because our study is over, we have data now. Accordingly, the right question to ask is as follows: how likely is it that we would have observed the data that we did had the true effect of an offer of HLAB representation been an increase of size X in the probability of a claimant victory? In technical terms, what is the probability of a Type II (false negative) error?

Because the abuse of the term “power calculation” is so common among quantitative analysts, we also use the wrong terminology here, with the clarifications that when we use the term, we intend it to mean the probability of erroneously reporting a null result had the true increase in win probability due to the HLAB offer been of size X.

technique it is 95% likely that the true "increase" (a negative value represents a decrease) in win probability due to the HLAB offer is between -.06 and .09, with the most likely values being near the middle of this interval (in the .01 or .02 range) and values near the ends of the interval becoming less likely. It is only 2.5% likely that the increase is larger than .09. Thus, we conclude that under this technique, it is unlikely that the true increase in win probability due to the HLAB offer is greater than .09.

Second, recall that we observed a (weighted) win rate in the HLAB offer group of .764 versus a win rate of the control group win rate of .717, for a difference of .047 (rounded). We conducted simulation studies as follows: we held the control group win rate constant at .717 and assumed that the "true" HLAB offer group win rate was .05 higher, i.e., .767. We simulated 10000 datasets, and for each simulated dataset, calculated (weighted) win rates in the HLAB offer group and the control group. We observed the proportion of this set of 10000 that had an absolute difference in win rates of .047 or less. The idea here is to see, under the assumption that the true increase in win rate due to the HLAB offer is .05, how likely it would be that we would observe treated and control group win rates of within .047 of each other. Unsurprisingly, under the assumption that the true increase in win rate due to the HLAB offer was .05, a fair number (40% or so) of the simulated datasets showed treated and control group win rates within .047 of each other. Under this technique, then, we conclude that a true increase in the win rate of .05 is consistent with the data we actually observed in our study.286

Next, still holding the control group win rate constant at .717, but we assumed the treated group win rate was .792, i.e., .075 higher. We simulated 10000 more datasets, and for each simulated dataset, calculated the (weighted) win rates in the HLAB offer group and the control group. We observed the proportion of this set of 10000 that had an absolutely difference in win rates of .047 or less. Again, the idea here is to see, under the assumption that the true increase in win rates due to the HLAB offer is .075, how likely it would be that we would observe treated and control group win rates of within .047 of each other. A smaller number (30% or so), of the simulate datasets showed treated and control group win rates within .047 of each other. Under this technique, then we conclude that the true increase in win rate of .075 is also consistent, but less so than a .05 increase, with the data we actually observed in our study.

286. By the same token, a true "increase" of zero or some amount less than zero would also be consistent with the data we observed. That is what we mean when we say, at the end of this appendix, that the technique we are describing here is "symmetric."
Next, still holding the control group win rate constant at .717, we assume that the HLAB offer group win rate was .817, or .10 higher. We repeated the simulation procedure, and found that the treated and control group win rates are within .047 of each of each other in about 20% of the simulated datasets. Thus, under this technique, the odds are about four to one against an increase of .10 or larger, given the data we observed.

We repeat the simulation technique assuming an HLAB offer group win rate of .842, or .125 higher than the control group win rate of .717. Now, only about 10% of the simulated datasets produced HLAB offer and control group win rates within .047 of each other, so the odds are nine to one against an increase of .125, given the data we observed. We repeat the simulation technique for HLAB offer group win rate of .867, or .15 higher than the control win rate; of .892, or .175 higher than the control group win rate, etc., all the way up to .967, or .25 higher than the control group win rate.

One can see the results of all of these simulations in Figure 9. On the x-axis is the assumed increase in win rates of the various simulations, starting at .05, then .075, then .10, then .125, etc. On the y-axis is the fraction of simulated datasets in which the HLAB offer and control group win rates were within .047 of each other. The 40% explained in the paragraph above becomes a .40 on this graph, the 30% becomes a .30 in the graph, etc. From this graph, one can see that the odds are about four to one against an increase of .10 or larger, and about 19 to one against an increase of .15 or larger.
Two final notes: First, there is a difference in the two techniques explained immediately above. For the "Separate Regressions" technique, an increase in the win probability due to the HLAB offer of .09 or larger was only 2.5% likely. In the simulation technique, an increase in the win probability due to the HLAB offer of .10 or larger was (roughly speaking) about 20% likely. Why this difference? The reason is that the "Separate Regression" technique uses some modeling (readers may be familiar with the term “logistic regression,” and its Bayesian analog), and modeling involves making certain assumptions about the nature of the data. If those assumptions are not reasonable approximations of the nature of the data, the results are untrustworthy. We have labeled these assumptions "relatively innocuous" in the text because they are far, far more believable than are the assumptions made in the studies we critique in Part II of this Article. But these assumptions are still there. The simulation technique

287. The most important assumption is that, for observations in the treated group, the relationship between observed background variables and the outcome can be reasonably
we described does not use modeling and thus does not depend on the assumptions required for the "Separate Regression" technique. The simulation technique still depends on assumptions; all quantitative techniques do. But these assumptions are even easier to credit than those of the Separate Regression technique. Thus, what we see here is a tradeoff, ubiquitous in quantitative analysis, between the assumptions one is willing to credit and the precision of the results.

Our second final note: we suspect that some practitioners and other readers might feel the urge to credit figures on the upper range of the Separate Regression techniques interval of (-.06, .09), meaning to believe that the HLAB offer actually causes an increase of .08 or .09, or perhaps even higher. Alternatively, upon hearing that the Separate Regression technique involves some modeling assumptions, some readers might abandon it in favor of the simulation studies we presented in this appendix, and argue that increases larger than .10 are within some threshold of plausibility. We simply remind such readers that the Separate Regressions interval—and indeed all of the results we discuss in this Appendix—are largely symmetric. In other words, as far as the data and the Separate Regression technique show, it is (essentially) just as likely that the HLAB offer caused an "increase" in the win rate of -.06 as it is that it caused a .09 increase, with the most likely results being in the .01 to .02 range. Similarly, readers inclined to dislike the results of the Separate Regressions technique because of the assumptions it requires should positively disdain the results of the non-randomized studies we discuss in Part II.

approximated by a particular kind of mathematical equation relating an increase (or decrease) in a background variable to an increase (or decrease) in the outcome. The same is true for the observations in the control group, although the two approximations (treated and control) can and do differ from one another.